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ABSTRACT 
CLUSTERED LONGITUDINAL DATA ANALYSIS 
!'Iring Wang 
Junc Hi. 2008 
Clu!:>tcl'ed lOllgitlldinal data is often coll<'ctcd {IS l'cpC'atcd meaSLll'elllent~ on 
subject:-; ovcr tim arising ill tli ' clust<.'l'l:>. Examplel:> illclud' jongitudiuaJ C()lllrnullity 
intervention stnclicl:>. or famil:v st udi,'s \vith repeated measures Oll (~ach mcmber. 
MCcLllwhile , cl1lster size i!:> somctirn informative. which rneaHS that the risk for the 
outcomes is related to thc-lustcl' size, Undcr this situatioll, g<?llcl'alizccl estimating 
equ(ttiollS (GEE) will l(~acJ to invalid illfcrcllccs heC'a.use GEE llilsuwes t.hat the 
cluster size is non-informative, 
In this stucly, we investig<l.ted t.he performances of g n ralized estilllating 
equations (GEE) , duster-weighted gen l'alizcd estimating equatiolls (GWGEE), aud 
within-cluster resampling (WCR) on dust r .d longitudinal elata. Bas d on om 
extensive simulation studies , we conclude that fLll thl' e 111 -thods provide ~ol11parablc 
estimates when the clu:-;tel' :'lize i:-; non-informative, But when dust r size is 
informative, GEE gives biased estimates. while wcn and C'vVGEE still provide 
unbiased and consistent estimates under different "working COlT lation structures" 
within-sllbj -ct. However, WeB is c\ cOllljJutatiollally iut 11l:)iv(' approach, so 
CWGEE is the best choke for clustered 101lgitudinal data due to its solvillg only 
one estimating eqllatioll, which is as~rrnptotically eqniwdent to WCR.. 
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A Longitudinal data analysis 
Lougitudiual dntn I1.11Hlysis hFt!-i gaillP(\ ill Cl'CHSillg ntt I1t i on~ in r ('cut y <u s [1]. 
The defining feature of longitudinal studie1) is that subj . ts nrc measured rep atcclly 
OWl' time. T he ob~f' l'vn tiollS fJ'om th Sc1111 subj ct Hre usually onciat d . For 
c.'Hmpl ", a, child who it:' t,dleJ' in th~ 1)<1111" age gl' up tenl::; to be tall .l' on y 1:11' later 
amollg t he sam age group. T h techniqu s d velop cl for longitudinal studi 1) an 
be' widely applied t panel stu li s, cohort st udies. (IV nt history studies n.nci t.ime 
seri s allalysis in variolls fields, such El society. pic! llliology. and biology [1]. 
To our kn wI dg . if th 1'e is only 011 obsel'n:l.t ioll for each inclcpclld nt 
subj ect , st atistical t 'chniqu '8 such as g ' 11 ' ral lineal' HlO c1 <'l OJ' logistic regressioll 
model Can ue u1)ecl . Howl-' \·pl' . \\'IWll the l1 JeHSLlre lllc nl s me takeu repeat dl ' 011 th ' 
sam! subject over tin)(' . t Il<' ('ol'l' lntiol1 wit hin-snbj cC't should be t aJ.:Pll iui'n accolluL 
to rlJ'flw valid :-;C'i ('ntif-ic infC!l'C11('CS . So an ,"tellsioll of gC' lH?nllizpd linca r lH()cl p l~ will 
h e: 11 1<'clcc1 [oJ.' longitucli nnl (htn analysis [2]. 
Ovcr the past two d .cad s, longitudinal data me thods hclV ~ b on widely 
cl 'v loped. Howev r. unci l' cliff' rent situat ions, diffel'ent statistical 111 thods a.11d 
assumpt ions are considercd. For xflmpl . if t h ontcolll . ar continuous and 
~ lormally distribut d, mL'X cl-cffeC'ts lin al' moclC'l 0 1' g 11er(1 1iz cl estimating quati n 5 
(G EE) are commonly us cl [3]. If the out 0111es a1' cat god 'al, such as ordinal or 
llominal, more complicated nonlinear mod Is and GEE may be used [4]. 
1 
Furthermoro, th simpl st but 11101' restrictive model is analysis of variance 
(ANOYA) for r p ated measures, ""hich assum s that the varian a-covariance matrix 
is compound symmetric [5] . \i\Then multivariate analysis of variance (~I ANOYA) 
method is used, r p ated measures arc transformed into orthogonal polynomial 
coeffici nts which can be us d as multivariate responses [6] . Howev r, if the number 
of observations varies from one subj ect to another, mol' g-l1 Tal methods, such as 

























In longitudinal studi s. th 1'0 are two types of covariates: non-t.im -varying 
and time-varyiug. Examples of non-tim -varying cQvariut s are gender, race and 
others, which remain Ollst.ant over time; XHlllplt'i'i of time-varying covul'iates can be 
age, w(c1igltt., income> and 80 on, which lllay vary over time. If I'Lll subj cts are 
measured at the same time, then this dar.as(o' t call be l' [erred to as ,qually-balanced 
data; if subjects are m 081' Lll' d at cliff rent sets of t imes or there are wissiug elata, 
2 
this datas twill b uncqually-balane d d·'1ti'1. 111 this th sis. equally-balan d data 
with l1on-time-val'ying covariatcs ,vill b considered. 
Longitudinal studi s hav(' 1118ny advantages. Th . primary 011 is t.hat mol' 
efficient estimates can be 01 tai ne 1. In additioll. fewer i':i ubjcds (lP l' -quil' cl to 
nchiovc: A. similar lrv 1 of statistic-al pOWC'l' to Toss-sectional studies, bcC'A.uS morc 
information is provided by r p at ret l1lNISUl'CS 011 cach subject. The s coudary 
advantage is that. longiLndinal data can PI' vid infol'lllati 11 for individua.l hange 
over time, which can be used to nnderstand tlw heter g 11 ity of the population [7]. 
B Clustered data analysis 
Cluster d data j also ref 1T d to as multi! vel data where data 81' · olleet.ed 
in diff' rent d ust 1'S. The m a::!Ul' 111 nts from th same dust l' are usually correlat lcl 
b 8,uS - th Y shar the sam chnracteristics. For exampl . consider a tudy in which 
grip ::!treugth iR m asmed 011 both hands of -'Id rly twins at 1 Rselin' nnd at on 
month post-baselin . Of COUl'~e , tlJis study is xp cted to yield data with thre 
sources of corr lation. As 1\:1' [t and De Le llW point out [8] \ ''the mol' individuals 
share common eXIJt'l'i '11ces ell! tu closenEss in Hptlce . the lllOre they 1\1' ~jmil al', or to 
a certain pxtent , duplicatiolls of aC'h oth 1"'. Longitudinal data can al1lo be viewed 
as clustered da.ta, wh 1'e each l:)ubjcct can 1 referred to 8S 11 clustpI'. 
In cluster d analysis. tIl(' illtra-dust '1' C'orrcl l;ltion coefficient (ICC) is used to 
111 flSur the similarity within-clust 1' . Ignoring this con lation could lead to bias d 
estimate::!, incorrect p-valu s and power. Although dust r d data. is oft n 
encount red in 111 clieal. biological and envirollmental stu lie::!. th statisti '0.1 issues 
are still challenging. For eX(;1,mple, sample sir. ' is infiated; how to cD.!culat.c the 
effective sampl siz' is not yet fnlly develop 'el [9]. 
Th 1'e e "ist many methods to allal~'z clustered data. l\Iargillal, conditiol1tLl, 
3 
and random-effects models ap develop d. Parti 'ularly, methods for c ntinuOllS 
out com with normal randol11nors are w 11 d v loped elu to th 01 gant pl'Op"Ities 
of th normal distribution , whi 'h simplify mod I building and as software 
development . However , categol'ical OUrCOll1E'S arE' prominent ill ~t.(\ti:-;tical prac:tices 
[10] . For example, (lUality of life outcumes ar often scored 011 ordinal seal s. 
Based 011 lit raturo al out multilev I i'ltudi s, w know that th pioH el'ing 
work of Tett, J acksoll and Rothst in [11] provided th C'onsidpration, d velopment, 
and preselltatioll of a random coeffid ent nJUdeL which is l' lat (1 to [·.;overI'LI 
traditic nal l1lethodr:>, such as variance' compollel1Ls FlllHlysis [12]. However, these 
tl'aditionalmodels fire of 11l1lHecJ nBe b cans of l'("stricti ve r1SSUlUptiolls concerning 
mi::li'lillg data ,I. '1'OSi:) tilll~ CLnd the vcl.riallce,, ('ovariance i:itl'H(;tun~ of the l' 'P "<Lteu 
measnrcs . To f1111.)' understand t.h . change v r time for specific lllriivichmls, 
hiel'archica,l liJl(-~ar mo l(~ls (HUds) [13] have bE'cm dC'v ,lop ,d . Hi 'rarchical 
generalized linoal' model:; (HGL1Is) [14] w l' d rived by ~x t· 'uclllJg HLMs . HGLMs 
provide a unified modcJiug fl'ftmevvork t estimat.e eluster-t-lpecific qUttntities of 
iut. rc::;t, covarittte effects. ('mel component.s of varian (~ [15]. In this situation, the 
nOl'mal tli('ol'Y can 1 0 applie 1 by largc-sfIll1p le l'<"1'lll lt.s. and ali'lo semi-r arl1.ll1et.ric and 
parametric models can b wid ly l'cfcrr cl [lG]. 
C Clustered longitudinal data analysis 
Clustered 1 ngit,ndinal data oec1Il's when the measurement.s rl.l'C taken all each 
subject OV'l' tilIl ~ , wh 1'8 subjects b long to dlfT nmt clusters. For example, in 
dellt.al studies, rep ated 111 asur 'mellts are coll :ted 011 cach tooth from each pa,tieut 
over time. Vic CiUl t.reat each p(~tjellt as a. clui'lt 1', and the health :;tatus for eftch 
tooth is measured over time. So two SOLll'e s of COlT lations call b t:lpecified: 
observation:; from each tooth, and teeth from each patient. It, is expected that the 
measurements are morc similar fro111 the samc to th within the sa111<;' patint. 
Anothcr examplo is a longitudinal study wh r wight on siblings is taken ov r time. 
MallY oth ~ l' cxampl s of 'lu::; tel'ed longitudinal data arc des ribed in G01dst in [17]. 
It is noted that cluster d longitudinal data 'an be appli d to various areas including 
survival analysis, clilli a1 t rails, and spatial dat (t analysis [61. 
D Informative and noninformative cluster size 
NOl1infonnative clust r size lllcallS that the luster size does not provide allY 
information about tho ut COlllCS of intcl'0.s t. III alloth l' hanel , infol'ln(1,t.i ve cl'llstel' 
size 111 ans that thc risk of out com s if::! l' lated to the d ust r siz g [18]. In other 
words, the cluster size has effect on the distributioll of the outcomes. This often 
arises in cluster-based desigll . In some pi lemiologk genetic studic:s, families with 
mol'(~ l1H3rnben; havillg th dis ase are sampl d. For example, it i ll C01111110 n to 
sample families to study genetic susc ptibility and its asso 'iation with 
environmental factors . For som8 diseases. an indivi lual vvith a posit ive family 
history is morc suse.ptible t th discas(~ . 1'11 Family Heart Study [19], which 
identifi s g n .tic and non-genetic risk factors for coronary h art dis~as (CHD) is 
such an example [20]. Another exampl is the t ~eth study, where the numb r of 
t@eth may be lPgativcly l'elat d to dis as status because peopl who ar mol' 
susceptible to the disease may have lost morc t, tho Af> a l'e::mlt , th" dust r siz 
(Le. , tlw Humber of teeth per subject) b informative. 
GEE aSS l1llJ E'foJ that the cl lltit. l' SiZ l~ is llon-infol'lllati ve. and ach illdivi lual 
observat.ion contributes equally in tl le likelihood fUll ction. Thns, when tbe cluster 
~ize it) informative , Jarger cluster!:) are ov ~nvcighted so that GEE leads to biased 
estirnfLt c:.s. ReceuUy, sev ral mod :'Ill) were generat.ed fOl' illformative duster tlille . 
Hof1:'lllan, Sen, a.nd Weinberg [2 1] propul:i ,d n witllill-rlUSt.('. l' l' 'sampling (WCR) 
5 
pl'o('ncllll'E>. where 8Xt CIlsi ve (,OlllpU t atioll is n'Cj I tirC'd. Later on. \iVilliHnlS('lI'l, DCl,t t a" 
nnd Sat ten [22] jJroposed cI ul:l tcr-\\,eightcd g ll Nnliz d c'stilllating equations 
(CWGEE) which lIloclifi d GEE based all the WeH method, wher th stimnting 
cqlmtioll is invC'rsely wC'ight r cl by dust l' siz(' . l~ llmanll. Proscilan, nnd Ldf r [2:3J 
establi::; iled the asymp( oti ' Lheories alll hl'oa I appli C'(ltiolls of the WCR 111 tb d. 
Most l' 'c(l l1t ly, Brulliu, Rao, (m el Scott [2-1] g!.w n ' mpl' 'hellsivc and cl . P 
di 1:lC lU:lsion on the man stilllatillg equat.ion approach on clustered data. wit.h 
infol'luativ . 'luster siz . III this th t:lit:l. w will invct:ltigat th p rformanc f GEE, 
WCR, Hllcl CWGEE 1110 I Is 011 cJm,tC'red lOllgitudillal data with nOll-informative' 
and illformativc cluster size' , 
G 
CHAPTER II 
Clustered longitudinal data models 
For clust ~ l' d longitudinal data, without loss of' generality, 1 t }lijk l' 1'1' s nt 
the ,./h respons of i h subject in ith lust r, ,vh re i = 1,2, ... N: j=1.2 , ... ni; 
k= 1,2, .. )\'ij. Associat d with 'it)/.: is X ijk . which is a pxl vector of covariatcs. 
Figure 2 illustl'at s dust r d longitudinal data structure, In this th sis , w~ will do 
analysi::; based Oll simulated datas ts. 
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Figure 2, Flow chart, for clu1ltf'l'ed longitudinal data. 
In Chapt. r 1, w have given simp l description of basic models for 'lust red 
or longitudinal data. In the past sev ral years. WCR allel CWGEE have been 
developed for clust.ered data with informative cluster size. These mcthods C811 be 
etC 'omplish cl nsing R pa(;kag~s: glm und gee. In this thsis, we will adopt and 
extend these two methods to analyz lust .red longitudinal data" GEE if' also 
7 
applied and compal' d with WCR and CWGEE. We will illustntte the aclvalltageous 
perfOl'lllan of WCR and CWGEE by p rfonning xtensiv simulatioll::! . 
A Generalized estimating equations 
GEE is a g llera1l1lcthou of fitting titatititicallllodels for longitudinal data or 
clul:ltered <.lata bRsed on Cluasi-likelihoo<.l function [25] . QUrLSi-likelihood method is 
an xtension of maximum likelihood method, whi 11 is intrl1du d by Weddel'bum 
[26J anel ext(~llclecl by l\IcCulll'lgh i:1nd NeIder [27] . GEE ofrt~rs many advantages, not 
ollly sllHable for variOll::J types of outcomps, 1 ut also flexible in inCOl'pOl"lting 
diffcrent, can la,tioll Stl'1lC't llH'S [28] . 
In longitudinal stnciy, let }~l be a clcp 'uelent vHriable for subject. i at tilm, t, 
and Xii is con .sponding covariate, whmc i = 1,2, .... N, ,I ll II = 1 2, ... , ni. The 
obs rvations for a subject or a clustcr 81'(' orr latod. '~Tc lllay writ the datn 
stru 'ture as follows: 
SuI ject / Clust 1' : 
1 (X LI I Y11 ) , (X12' Y12), 
2 (X21 I Y2 1), (X~2' }'22) , 
N 






Yin1 ,Y1n , Xi,lIll .I'(I,n,p 
The distribution of the rrJiSpOllSC lit Lclongs to th expommtial family. We get 
the following linear model: 
8 
YN XI\' eN 
wh r {3 is a veto!' of tIl pEtram t 1'8. For a sp 'ifie Rubj ct or duster , We' have the 
linear model as follows: 
(i=1.2, .. · .N) . 
We denote E(li) = /Li (lnd defiu(' a link fUllct.ion II. which connects P'i and X;/3 : 
Similarly, the variance V (L7'(}~) is sp cifi d from a func tion 9 of Pi, then w can 
write as follows: 
Var(1i) = 9(P'i) , 
¢ 
Wll .1'0 ¢ is a s a1 parameter. In CUl'rellt study, W ' mainly consid r the normal 




multivariat normal random variable with mean v 'tor Xi/3 and varianc -covarianc 
matrix Vi which is ni x nj matrix. We know that th . obs rvations from elifi'er nt 
subjects or clusters a1' indep ndent, then 
9 
o o 
Va7'(Y) = Val' = o Vi o 
~N o o 
(4) 
Th , additional spedfic(ttioll ill GEE is the "working correlation structuJ'e" ni(a), 
which is a nixni matrix for (\ giVC'll l~ , If 'W(, HH8UllW th varianc iH homogeneous, 
aud the correlation structure is assumeci to be th I sam for dusters , then we will 
have: 
'1 0' . rT12 a l II, 
O'l2 0'2 0'23 f12 II , '2 Vor(Yi) = = 0' Hi' (5) 
0" 1 n, 0"2n , 0" '2 
However, jf the Vt'triancc is llot homogeneous, var(cij) = cri), th 11 the vnriall' for Yi 
will be 
2 




V aT'()~ ) = 
O"i2 - A1/ '2 J?( )A J / 2 (G) - i I a i' 








whoI' Ai is nixni matrix with liagonal lel11nnt of \lal'(}~I) [3]. It il') not~d ttllolt t.he 
eOlT.lation matrix H.i is to dscribe the pat tel'll of associ8.t iOll of lllca.:;;UJ'elllent.l'l 
within cluster. How to select Hi should I P, bas d 011 the b st. detiC'l'iptiOll of th 
scellario involved. 'rhiti "working corr latiol l si"ntC't,U!'P" lws tlWl1Y types, ~m(:h fll'l 
indep ndence, cxchang abi , A R-:r..r , tri-diagollHl and '0 OIl. 
1. Independence: thel' is no corr lation for th observatiollS ""it-bill each 
cluster, that is R[k[, k:.!J = 0, for kJ=/.k:.!. and Ri is £1 njxl/i identity matrix. 
2. Exchangeable: exchangNl.bl correlation i:ltruetl.lr assumes (Klunlity of 
('01'1' lA,tiol1s wii'lliu t'(t('h clul')tel' , that if-) R[h;l . k:,d = (~ for /..;1"1:. 1.2 ; oth 1'"vi8 , 1. If 
Ri is n.iX'I1i matrLx, Ri will b positive definite for a. in (nl~1 ,1). 
3. AR-M: AR.-l\I corrdalioll 8tructur a",sumes that L' IT -lations will b sll1all -.r 
for lllC"l.surel1l<'llts faft har Hpart ill tenllS of 111 a8m lllcnt oeca ion, that is 
4. Tri-diagonal correlation structure: this stl'uc:11ll'P aSSLUl1 ~ t hFlt. 
In this th sis, \\' only cOllsider th ' fh.·t tIll"e structUl' ~ f r clust rEel 
10ngitlldinal data. For example, AI -l\I strllctUl' \ ir:; plRllsil l(' for IOllgituciillal studies 
bee-aus this structure forces the correlation to drC'l' asc wi!" h incrc'Clsing ~cparatioll 
in meR.9Ul' ments oc 'asion. 
11 
III addition, lht' intuition of est imating the parameters through GEE is t 
" hoo::> (3 1:)0 thCl,t II ((3) is cIos ·\ to }j on cW(Jl'ag(l and to optimally w ight ' Cl 'h 
l' esiduall~-Ij, i by th invers or C'ov(Yi)" [29], GEE provides iJcSE ' which is 
aSYlllPtotic 01lSist t-'1l1, e VE' ll whE'll the workiug ('ol'l'ej1{tioll str llcture Ri(a) is 
l1lisspe -Wed, This indicates thnt GEE lIlodel 'em get a~Yllljl t n t. i Ntlly uubia.scd mid 
consistent estimate' of ;3 ev 1) \Vh n tlp llaturc f intra-cluster correIa,tiol! is 
unkllown , Under mild regularity conditions, LiH,llg all 1 Zeger [2] !:LSH rtcd that 
IN (7Jc BE - (3) is asymptotica ll y norm{l l witlJ lllcau zero and "1'01 list" 






i3CEE il:l consist nt E'\'en wh 11 th 'ol'l'elat ion structur is missp cifi d (8), However, 
au iu( 'OlT<'ct specifiu'l,tioll of Ri (0:) may affect the effi 'i HCY of the stimates through 
th size of V;'(1 i) , So if Ri(O) is the tnw (1) C, tlp l1 robust v'a.rial1c 1J will b the 
same as naive varian' Nei l, while if it is not , th n thes two varian es will not 
equal. SOl1lct il1l(', this elLn be helpful for llS lo select th e C'olPlation stl'uctu!", 
Moreov r , GEE h,1,.,) be 11 implE' lll lIted by malty availabl softwar 5 such as SAS, 
SPlus, and R. 
W applied GEE to fit dust 'red longituclinal lata wit.h lloll-infonmttive and 
informative cluster lliz(' wit h ('on sid ~ril1g t h~ COlT .Ia tion Ftlnong th obs rvations 
12 
within 1.iubj ct. It iH well klJOWll that GEE is l'OUll1.it for llli~~p cific:atioH of 
corr lfl,tion structures, thus, all th subjects ("'QuId be cOllsid red to b ~ intl pendellt . 
Wh n we apply GEE to dust red 10ngiturliml1 data analysis, th > 'stillltlti ng 
equation is: 
N 11, 
u (13) = L L n;) ' ijl (ri) - Ui)) = 0, (12) 
;= 1 )=1 
l 1 
where Di.J quals Xi) for identity link fll11CI'iOll al1d Vi) can b' Wl'itt ' n a. ' kl;Ri,jA'0. 
B Within-cluster resampling 
Within-clust"r resampJing is a 11 W llldhod prop01.icd by HoffmalJ t.o ttnalyz 
clustered data [21]. This method is simple but computationally intemlive. The 
asymptotic theory for WeR is general [01' vr11' i us types of 1't'sponS81.i indnding 
continuous and discI' t . Its advantngc over GEE mod I is that it l'C'l1lCl.iUS valid even 
when th clust.er sil: is informative. 
Th notatiol1 for clustered data rcmains the SalllP al:i before. WCR method 
randomly samples on observation from ea ,11 of N subje ' tfol or dustPfS with 
l'eplncmnent. Since N observations arc iud pendent, generalized lillear model Otl1 be 
applied. This pro edm an be l'C'p ated Cd times. wh rc Q is a large llUlnber. Thus, 
WCR stimator is a hi ved uy av raging of the Q E'stilllate~ . Let ~q r1 Hote the 
estimate for the qth sRmpl d datas t, q = 1. 2 ..... Q, then the wen. estimator /3wCI' 
ca.n be writt.en as: 
(13) 
,/= 1 
WCR. estimator is asymptotically normal. that is, a~ N .-) 00 ('tud Q -t 00 , 
Nj/2(~1.J.lC7' - 13) f"V Np(O. V) , where V is a finit and positive- Icfillite matrix. Th is 
m thod i1:1 valid for ilIl<llyzing datI'\, with informative cluster size du' to thE' . 'ampling 
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scheme. It is not d that WCR i clu t r-basecl, ",her lal'g r clust l' ar given th 
sam weight as smaller on .s bemuse ea h 1'esampling-bas d analysis uses a singl 
observation to r pr sent each 'lust 1'. Thus, the eff ts of' informative clust r siZts 
are eliminated in WCR, and th . marginal p' l'ameter will hew a clustcr-l as d 
intel'pl' tatiOll. How vcr , GEE giv S 11101' wight for lal'g r clust rs than smaller 
on s, and the diff.· ren 'e in relative w ightillg noes af[ ct th asymptotic param t r 
wh n cluster size is informative. 
In Clln nt work. w , apply \VCR to dust .red 101lgi111 linRI studies t xamine 
whf'th'l' this In thod still works . W" rall landy drtl'W 011 I-lUlJjc t from a 11 of th N 
clusters with replac 'll1cnt to form Q samplei-l. In efLch sample , the subjects (l,re 
il1d ~ p ndcnt, and ob t"l'vations wi thin ea h subje t a1' cOl'l'clated . Appan.lltly, 'a 'h 
sample is 101lgitudinal clatas t, then w an us GEE method to get a .onsistcllt 
~ stimat s of the pal'am tel's . Th ~ stimating equation for ({til estimator is 
IV f 
Sq( j:Jq. a) = ?= (0;;/ )'Var(i'iq) - l(riq - ~i 'icJ = 0. 
1= 1 
We can get the asymptot.ic vnriance-COV81'inJlct" estiruat(~ for IN(ilw('1' - m : 
N Q N Q 
V = Vc;;,{ .fN(JWCI' - p)} = Q I: Vq - Q l)3q - [ftl'cr)(3q - Stun')'. 
i= l ;= 1 
(14) 
(15) 
For cluster d longitudinal riMa, the advantage of WCR method is to avoid 
specifying the COlT lation among the subjects wit,hill clust!' . We only nc d to 
consider the orreJation for th obs rvation::; within ::;ubjcct. This method remains 
valid no matter whether the cllli-lt r siz is infol'lnativ or llOt:. 
C Cluster-weighted GEE model 
Cluster-w(>ightpd GEE modI is an <tlt motive approach to fit marginal 
mod Is when cluster size is informative, whi 11 is proposed by ~1. William 'on, Datta, 
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and SaLtell [22] This method is aH~' lllpt.oti ('(dly eqLlivalellt to WCR. T11 advantage 
for this method is thl'Lt it performs as vvoll as WCB without pxtcn:o; ive cakulation 
[24]. 
Recall wcn mt~ 1lt()d, for (>ach OlP of Q l'E'sfl l1lvlecl cll'ttH,sets, we can get 11" 
froTH the estimating equation S'~(!3(J ' a) = 0, \Vt' will Hvera gp Q st illlating c<lu<~tiOllr-; 
to get the mean cstillwting cqllatiull for the par'lm ten, imit. ei.'td of averaging the 
fj~ 8. Thell th(~ weighteu estimatillg cCj uatioll call b simply l'eclncecl to: 
where 
N 




Clearly, as Q --; 00 and N --; 00, t hi s ll1Pthnd will cUllverge to tlll1 expected wdlle 
from WCR, so (lG) Rud (17) will be C]llivalellt to: 
N 1 71 , 
U (;3. a) = L - L Uij ((3, n) = 0, 




In original 111 thad. Vi) is only a llUll Jb c r bas d 0 11 ge lleralized lineal' model 
(GL.M) . HowevT, in this tlpsis, Ui) is 11 vector based on gellE,raliL: d esLilll(l.tiug 
equations (GEE), r-.lorcovcr, ffi(S - 8 ) is asymptotic normal distributccl with 
mean zero alld variancc-covarianc . <l? that call b '.) cOHHiHtently \;!i:it imated aH follows: 
(20) 
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· = ~ ~ ~ ~ OUij (r3, 0) I ' 
'-P N L.J n. L.J D f:J.i3= {j 
I= J /, j = 1 /J 
(21) 
alld 
1 N 1 n I , . 1 n, • I 
D = - I) - L UUU1, a)}{ - L: UijU1. a-)} . (22) 
N i= l lLi j = l Tli ) = 1 
CWGEE provides similar estimates as WCR wit.hOllt int,ensive comp lltations . 
In om 'UlTeut work, we adopt and extend CWGEE t dust r d longitudinal data 
and examine its performance, 
D Quasi-least squares method 
Quasi-least squares (QLS) is rl two-stage complltational approach to estil11R,tc 
th regressioll parameters t1 and the cOl'l'elation coefficient rl! wit,hin the framework 
of GEE. Stag one of QLS f l' balanced and equally spaced dClta [30] 8,nd 
unbalanced and un qually spaced daLtt [31] altC'rnntes bctwC )ll updating estimates of 
(3 and It until convErgence. 
It. is Imowll chat QLS has the sam ' cstillll'll iug cqua.1' ions (ltl GEE to ('stiIlwte 
(3. Based 011 this 111 thocl. we will de1'iv(' the C'stimnting equl-1tiollS for CWGEE. 
RE)call tho notation fot' dustrr d lOllgitwlimd cJa.tn , }~j h' represent the klil p~ponse of 
il! ~Llbjo('t in ill! clu~tol',whcre i = 1,2 . . "N, j = 1,2, ."Tli, 1-= 1,2, ,,, l(,ij' Xijh: it:; H, pxl 
ve 'tor of covariat 'S o vVe denote that E('rjJd = 11ijb and a link fUll :ti 011 h as we did 
b 'fore for GEE: 
(23) 
In addition, we ollsiclel'the "working cOl'l'C'lati 11 structure" wit.hin subjects, Ri,i(CV) , 
which is a 1<i,1 x J(ij l1latri. ' for a given rij. Th 11 th variance for }~j can be written 
IG 
1 1 
Var(Y£j) = Ai~Rij(Q)Ai~' (24) 
where Aij is Kij X Kij matrix with Var(Y£jk) as the kth diagonal element. We will 
consider exchangeable and AR-M structures for Rij(O} Let us denote 
/J,:j = (Mijl, Mij2, .. -ILijK,J, then the Pearson's residuals can be written as: 
1 
Zij (13) = A~ 2 (Y;j - Mij). (25) 
The generalized sum of squares for error is defined as 
N 1 n, 
Q(Q, (3) = L)~) L Z;j((3)R;/(Q)Zij((3). 
i=l t i=l 
(26) 
Then we estimate the parameters Q and ,6 by minimizing Q(Q, (3). Note that 
(27) 
fJQ( 6) N 1 n, fJR- l ( ) 
fJ
Q
, , = 0 =? L - L Z;j((3) ¥ Q Zij((3) = O. 
Q i=l ni i=l CQ 
(28) 
From the above equations, we can see that QLS use the same estimating equations 
as CWGEE (18) to estimate (3. In addition, QLS solves an estimating equation (28) 
for Q. However, the solution in (28) may not be consistent [32]. An consistent 
estimate for Q can be obtained from the following estimating equations: 
N 1 n, fJR:/(5) L ni L trace{ fJ5 Rij (Q)}16=& = O. 
t=l 1=1 
The final estimate of (3 will be obtained by solving the estimating equation (27) 
with Q replaced by i'iq/s . For clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster 
(29) 
size, we can add weight term into the framework of GEE easily. Of course, the 
asymptotic distribution of ~q/s is the same as the asymptotic distribution of !3cwgee. 
17 
As a result, tests and confidence intervals for the parameters with QLS can also be 
implemented from above. 
The following algorithm is used to estimate the parameters: 
1. Obtain a start.ing value of ;3 by assuming a = 0 from the estimating equation 
(27). It is noted that the model with a = 0 is equivalent to linear regression, 
logistic regression, or Poisson regression model for out.comes that are 
continuous, binary, or count.s, respectively. 
2. Get t.he Pearson's residuals wit.h the current estimate of (J, where t.he kth 
Pearson's residual for subject j in cluster i is given by 
}ijk, - Mijk 
Zijk = 1 ( A ) • 
1 I)'ijk 
(30) 
3. Obtain the estimate of a by solving the estimating equation (28). Here, t.he 
"working correlation structure" should be specified first. The detains are given 
in the next chapter. 
4. Obtain the estimate of /3 by solving the estimating equat.ion (27) again using 
the current estimate of a included in the pre-specified correlation structure. 
5. After the convergence in stage one, update the estimate of a in stage two 
using the estimating equation (29). The solution for a depends on different 
correlation structure. The method of bisection is applied to solve the stage 
t.wo estimating equation. 
6. Obt.ain the estimat.e of /3 by solving (27) evaluated at. aql s which is t.he stage 
t.wo estimat.e of a from (29). 
7. Repeat. St.eps 5 and 6 until convergence. 
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CHAPTER III 
Clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster size 
A Estimating parameters 
Let us consider the following model: 
(31 ) 
where i = 1, ... , N, with N indicating the number of clusters; j=l, ... ,ni' with ni 
indicating the number of subjects for ith cluster, and k=l, ... ,kij , with kij indicating 
the number of observations for subject j within ith cluster. Here, cluster size is 
informative. At this moment, let us assume kij are all equal to the same number k. 
Thus, the design matrix: 
X= 
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'iI~[:] Xi= .1:; 
x' , 
Assuming the correlation structure is independent, we can obtain that the 
estimate of the parameters as follows: 
fj = (X' X)-l X'Y, (32) 
where 
Xl ZI 
[ X: X' x~ 1 X2 Z2 X'X 2 
ZI Z; ZN 
X N ZN 
[ 2:[:1 nikxiX : N ] Li=1 XiZi 
N , 
L;:l Z;Z; Li=l ZiXi 
[ 2:;:1 nihix : 
L~l Z;Xi 
2:;:1 X;Zi ] . 
L~l Z;Zi 
~ 
Thus, we can obtain the expected value for the estimates of the parameters 111 
under the assumption that all observations are independent: 
E(fj) = f3 + E{ [ L;:I nikxil;~ L~l X.:Zi ] -I [ L~l niQikxi ] }. (33) 
",N Z'X ",N Z'Z ",N Z' f L..,i=l i i L..,i=l i i L..,i=l Qi i' ni k 
When cluster size is only related to cluster effect, Benhin, Rao and Scott [33] have 
proved that only the intercept is biased for the following model: 
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(j = 1,2, ... , ni; i = 1,2, ... , N). (34) 
In this model, Xi is a p x 1 vector of fixed cluster specific covariate. When the 
cluster size is non-informative, E(Yij IxJ = tLi = x;{3. However, when the cluster size 
is informative, E(Yijlxi) = tLi = xU3 + Oi, where 0i is related to the cluster size, and 
then the expected value will converge to: 
- E(oh(o)) ~ '-1 ~ 
/3={3+ E(h(o)) (~XiXi) ~:ri' (35) 
By similar argument, the second term in (35) is not a zero vector. Particularly, the 
intercept term /30 is biased. The simulations results in next chapter illustrate this 
point clearly. 
In another case that cluster size ni is not only related to cluster effect Oi, but 
also the cluster-specific covariate Xi, i.e., exposure factor in our model, we have 
ni = h(Oi' Xi)' Again, let assume all the observations are independent. The 
estimating equations estimator of {3 for the marginal model is given by: 
N n, k ( X. ) LLL L 
i=1 j=l k=l Z;jk 
(36) 
which implies that 
Thus, 
( 
~l ) =[~~~ ( Xi ) _, L...t L...t L...t (x; Z;jk 




(3 (3 IV TI, k X - IV TI, k X ( ~) () () 1 () E ~ ~: + E{ [~~~ ":k (,: Z,Jk)] ~~ ~ ":k a,} 
. 1 L <i'Lvi ~i "'i .vi"'i.. L i'~i i 
( (3) { [
IV ( '" I.". X' 'Y1 k",· -;:/ )] -1 IV ( n n, kx )} 
{J2 + E ;=1 (nik~ .. )x; nik(zik ;=1 ai(nik~ .. ) ) 
where 
Since ni = h(ai) Xi), ni does not depend on the subject-specific covariates, ~ .. and 
(zik- are independent of n;. Note that the second term in the expression may 
depend on the cluster size, thus it may not go to zero. Therefore some other 
coefficients of the covariates besides the intercept term (30 may be also biased. 
On the other hand, the estimating equation with independent correlation 
structure based on CWGEE can be written as: 
(39) 
That is 
Then we get 
( 
iJ1) [IV 1 TI, k ( Xi ) ] -1 IV 1. 1Z, k ( Xi ) ~ = L ~ ~ ~ (x; Z;jk) ~ ~ L ~ }ijk. 
(32 ;=1 1 j=1 k=l Z;jk i=1 1 j=1 k=1 Z;jk 
( 41) 
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Thus, we can get the expected value: 
E (~l ) 
/32 
Since the second term does not depend on the cluster size any more and (}:i is the 
only random variable in the expression with mean zero, the second term will be a 
zero vector. Thus the estimates of the parameters are unbiased in C\VGEE. 
B Correlation structure 
In the simulation studies presented next chapter, we consider independent, 
exchangeable, and AR-M correlation structures. Quasi-least squares (QLS) method 
will be used to estimate (}:. 
1 AR-M: balanced 
We consider AR-M structure within each subject, i.e. 
1 
Since Rij is symmetric and positive definite matrix, we can use cholesky 
decomposition method to write Rij a.';; the product of a lower triangular matrix Lij 
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and an upper triangular matrix L;j, i.e. 
(42) 
where L;j is the transpose matrix of Lij . 
The formula for the entries of Lij (0:) is as follows: 




1 o o o 
o o 
o (44) 
It is clear that the inverse matrix of Rij is also symmetric and positive definite. 
Using the same method, we can get 
( 45) 
where the entries of Tij(O:) have the following form: 
1 if m=n < K; Vl-a2 , 
Tij(m, n) = 
o:m-n, if m=n=K; 
-a if m = n+ 1; 
vl-a2 ' 
0, others. 
According to (45), we get 
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a R::/ ( Cl! ) oTij ( 0: ) T:j ( Cl! ) 
00' OCl: 
(46) 
Replace 8R~~(a) in equation (28) by the expression on the right hand side of (46), we 
get the estimating equation for 0:: 
where 
N 1 n, OR~l 
""' - ""'(Z··l Z·2 ... z· ·K)-'-J ~ n. ~ 'J' 'J' , '] 00: 
i=l ! j=l . 
(1':'~)2' if m = n = 1, K; 
8R- 1 





if 1 < m = n < K; 
if 1m - nl = 1; 
0, others. 
= 0, (47) 





Thus, we can get the estimate of 0: as follows: 
(} = ~ - 7], (51 ) 
where 
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""N 1- ""nj ""K (2 ",2 ) ~ = L...i=l n, L...i=l L...k=2 Zijk + ~ijk-1 
2 "" N 1 "" ni "" K L...i=l n, L...i=l L...k=2 Zijk Zijk-1 
""N 1- ""n, ""K ("'0 Ok + '" ok 1)2,\""N 1- ""n, ""K ("'0 Ok - Z Ok 1)2 L...i=l nj L...i=l L...k=2 ~ZJ' ~zJ - L..i=l n, L...i=l L...k=2 "'1) 'J -
~= ~----------------=---------~----------------------
2 ""N 1- ""n, ""K, Z °kZo Ok 1 
L...z=l n, L...z=l L...k=2 1J 1J-
The stage two estimate of a in AR-M structure is given by 
A 2& 
a =--
qls 1 + (}:2' 
2 Exchangeable: balanced 
Suppose the correlation matrix for observations within subject is 
exchangeable, then Rij can be written as: 
1 a a a 
a 1 a a 




By using the same method as before. we can obtain the estimating equations for a: 
N 1 ni I N 1 n, 1 + (K _ 1) a 2 K ° 2 8 ni 8 ZijZij - 8 T/.i 8 (1 + (K - l)a)2 (~Zijk(j3)) = O. (55) 
The stage two estimate of a in the exchangeable structure is given by 
A &(&(K-2)+2) 




A Simulation scenarios 
1 Clustered longitudinal data with noninformative cluster size 
(balanced) 
Let Yijk denote the kth response of lh subject in ith cluster. Associated with 
Yijk is X ijk , which is a vector of covariates including time, predict factor and the 
interaction of these two variables. A mixed-effect model for Yijk is given by: 
Yijk = (I, X ijk )(3 + Cl:i + lij + Cijk, (57) 
In simulation, we take mixed-effect model as the following form: 
Yijk = (30 + (31 time + (32predict + (33time x predict + Cl:i + '/'ij + Cijk, (58) 
where k = 1,2,3; j = I, 2 ... ni; i = 1,2 ... , N (N = 50 or 500): 
Cl:i is random cluster effect, with Cl:i rv N(O, 0.25); 
lij is random subject effect, with lij rv N(O, 0.15); 
Cijk is residual, with Cijk rv N(O,O.OI). 
Noninformative cluster size can be generated as follows: 
ni = 1 + n7, where 71; rv Pois(exp(1.5)). 
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(59) 
Clusters in this simulated data will be divided into two groups. The first If 
clusters are exposed and the last If clusters are unexposed. If the cluster is exposed, 
the predict variable for the subjects in this cluster will be assigned to 1; If the 
cluster is unexposed, the predict variable for each subject in this cluster will be 
assigned to O. The underlying parameters /3 = (0.5,1.5,0.75,0.8)'. The simulated 
clustered longitudinal data is balanced and complete, and also the cluster size is 
noninformative because cluster size is not related to the responses. We used GEE, 
WCR, and C\VGEE models to fit this dataset, and then compare the results. 
2 Clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster size I (balanced) 
L ,,r i 1 kth . . f ·th b' . ·th·l' S"l 1 .. et I ijk ( enote t le response 0 ) S11 Ject 1Il 1 custer. lITn ar y, we can 
get the responses from mixed-effect model: 
where k = 1,2,3; j = 1, 2 ... ni; i = 1, 2 ... N (N = 50); 
Qi is random cluster effect, with Qi rv N(O, 0.25); 
lij is random subject effect, with lij rv N(O, 0.15); 
Eijk is the residual, with Eijk rv N(O, 0.01). 
The only difference from scenario I is that the cluster size is informative. 
Here, we consider two situations: (i) cluster size is related to Qi; (ii) the cluster size 
is related to Qi and predict variable. We use the Poisson distribution to generate the 
cluster size. 




where /0 = 3 and /1 = 5. The cluster size is generated as: 
ni = 1 +n;, where n; rv Pois(exp(>'(O:i)))' 
2. Cluster size is related to O:i and predict variable Xi . Let us denote the 
parameter for the Poisson distribution is: 
where /0 = 3, /1 = 5, and /2 = 5. The ith cluster size ni is obtained by 




3 Clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster size II (balanced) 
We will change the underlying model to generate clustered longitudinal data 
with informative cluster size. Again, GEE, WCR, CWGEE models will be applied 
and compared their results. 
1. We consider another mixed-effect model without cluster effect O:i and subject 
effect /ij as follows: 
Y!jk = (30 + /31 time + (32predict + (33 time x predict + Cijkl (65) 
where k = 1,2,3; j = 1, 2 ... ni; i = I, 2 ... N; 
Cijk is the residual with multinormal distributed, N(O, (}2~); 
(}2 = 0.5, ~ = Rij (O.9), where Rij is assumed to be AR-M. 
The cluster size in this model is only related to predict variable Xi, so ni is 
generated as follows: 
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ni = 1 + n7, n: rv Pois(exp()..(predict))), 
where 
)..(predict) = Tpredict, T = -5. 
2. \Ve consider the mixed-effect model without subject effect lij, and the 
response is given by: 
(66) 
(67) 
Yijk = /30 + /31 time + /32predict + /33time x predict + ai + Eijk, (68) 
where k = L 2, 3; j = L 2 ... ni; i = 1, 2 ... N; 
ai is random cluster effect, with ai rv N(O, 0.25): 
Eijk is the residual with multinormal distribution, N(O, (j22:;); 
(j2 = 0.5, 2:; = Hij(0.9), where Hij is taken as AR-M. 
The cluster size is only related to cluster effect a;: 
where 
with 10 = 3 and 11 = 5. 
(69) 
(70) 
3. The model is the same as the previous one, but the cluster size is related to 




'\(0;, predict) = ~fo + ,'10i -'2predict, (72) 
with /0 = 3, /1 = 5, and /2 = 5. 
B Simulation results and discussion 
1 Tables (1-3) for clustered longitudinal data with noninformative 
cluster size I (N=50) 
From Table 1, we can see that for clustered longitudinal data with 
non-informative cluster size, GEE, vVCR, and CWGEE all have unbiased estimates 
of the parameters, which can be obtained through comparing "sd" and "rm.se". 
Here, "sd" is standard deviation, i.e., standard error among estimates derived from 
simulations, and "rmse" is square root of mean square error. For each setting, we 
run n Monte Carlo simulations, which is 1000 in this thesis. That is, 
1 Ln .~ -sd = -- (()i - ())2, 
n-l 
i=l 
1 n ~ 





It is well known that, GEE still gives consistent estimates of (3 even when the 
"working correlation structure" is misspecified. Note that \VCR, CWGEE are also 
ba..'ied on the framework of GEE model, so under "independence", "exchangeable", 
and "AR-M" correlation structures, three models all get unbiased and consistent 
estimates, which can be verified by the results from Table 1. 
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TABLE 1 
Different models for clustered longitudinal data with noninfonnative cluster size 
(N=50, n=1000 loops) 
models /30 PI t12 133 ex 
GEE (independence) 0.5018 1.5000 0.7480 0.8000 0 
rmse 0.0543 0.0006 0.0782 0.0008 
sd 0.0542 0.0006 0.0782 0.0008 
GEE (exchangeable) 0.5018 1.5000 0.7480 0.8000 0.9987 
rmse 0.0543 0.0006 0.0782 0.0008 
sd 0.0542 0.0006 0.0782 0.0008 
GEE (AR-M) 0.5018 1.5000 0.7480 0.8000 0.9987 
rmse 0.0543 0.0006 0.0782 0.0008 
sd 0.0543 0.0006 0.0782 0.0008 
WCR (independence) 0.5021 1.5000 0.7477 0.8000 0 
rmse 0.0515 0.0007 0.0707 0.0010 
sd 0.0515 0.0007 0.0707 0.0010 
WCR (exchangeable) 0.5021 1.5000 0.7479 0.8000 0.9987 
rmse 0.0517 0.0007 0.0705 0.0010 
sd 0.0517 0.0007 0.0705 0.0010 0.0002 
WCR (AR-M) 0.5021 1.5000 0.7479 0.8000 0.9987 
rmse 0.0516 0.0007 0.0706 0.0010 
sd 0.0516 0.0007 0.0706 0.0010 0.0011 
CWG EE (exchangeable) 0.5021 1.5000 0.7478 0.8000 0.9955 
rmse 0.0514 0.0007 0.0704 0.0010 
sd 0.0514 0.0007 0.0704 0.0010 0.0221 
CWGEE (AR-M) 0.5021 1.5000 0.7478 0.8000 0.9951 
rmse 0.0514 0.0007 0.0704 0.0010 
sd 0.0514 0.0007 0.0704 0.0010 0.0346 
True value 0.5 1.5 [ 0.75 [ 0.8 [0.976 [ 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; Empirical Standard Error, i.e, standard error among 
estimates derived from simulations: sd = J n~l 2::7=1 (ifi - 0)2: Square Root of Mean Square Error: 
rmse = J * 2::7=1 (ifi - Otrue)2; 
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TABLE 2 
Variances and coverage rates for different models I (N=50, n=1000 loops) 
Models I Clusters I Corr.str I parameters I robust.var I naive.var I coverag(~ 
bO 0.0012 0.0008 0.925 
Independent 
b1 0.0005 0.0001 0.930 
I 
b2 0.0017 0.0011 0.936 
b3 0.0008 0.0002 0.931 
bO 0.0008 0.0007 0.925 
I GEE 50 Exchangeable hI 0.0001 0.0001 0.930 I I b2 0.0011 0.0012 0.936 I 
I I b3 0.0001 0.0001 0.931 
I bO 0.0008 0.0008 0.925 
I AR-M b1 0.0001 0.0001 0.930 
b2 0.0011 0.0011 0.936 
b3 0.0001 0.0001 0.931 
bO 0.0500 0.926 
Independent 
b1 0.0007 0.934 
b2 0.0713 0.938 
b3 0.0009 0.929 
bO 0.0500 0.926 
WCR 50 
Exchangeable 
bl 0.0007 0.934 
b2 0.0713 0.938 
b3 0.0009 0.929 
bO 0.0508 0.939 
AR-M 
b1 0.0007 0.931 
b2 0.0718 0.942 
b3 0.0009 0.927 
bO 0.0016 0.0067 0.942 
CWGEE 50 
Exchangeable 
b1 0.0001 0.0013 0.941 
b2 0.0023 0.0094 0.951 
b3 0.0001 0.0018 0.942 
bO 0.0016 0.0069 0.942 
AR-M 
b1 0.0001 0.0016 0.941 
b2 0.0023 0.0098 0.951 
b3 0.0001 0.0023 0.942 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; 
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TABLE 3 
Mean square error for different models I (N=50, n=1000 loops) 
Correlation Structure GEE WCR CWGEE 
independence 0.082 (0.01) 0.083 (0.01) 
exchangeable 0.082 (0.01) 0.083 (0.01) 0.082 (0.01) 
AR-M 0.082 (0.01) 0.084 (0.01) 0.082 (0.01) 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; Mean square error: rnse = ~ L~=I rnsei; rnsei = 
1 "N "n, "k (Y, ~)2 
n-4 0i=1 0j=1 0k=1 ijk - Yijk 
Also from Table 1-3, empirical standard errors for /3' s from WCR and 
CWGEE models are close to each other, and are both less than those from GEE 
model. In addition, the coverage percentages for the parameters from CWGEE are 
much closer to 0.95 than those from GEE model. Still we can see that these three 
models have similar mean square error from Table 3, which is defined as below: 
with 
1 n 
mse = - ~ msei, 
n 0 
i=1 
1 N n, k 
msei = n _ 4 L L L (}'ijk - Yi jk)2. 
i=1 j=1 k=l 
(75) 
(76) 
Using different models, we can also estimate the correlation coefficient. In our 
case, the underlying model has exchangeable correlation structure within subject. 
The correlation coefficient aij for each subject should be as follows: 
(77) 
From Table 1, all models get basically similar estimates of correlation 
coefficient, which imply high correlation for the observations within subject. 
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In summary, all three models provide unbiased estimates of parameters when 
the cluster size is noninformative. In terms of coverage rates, CWGEE provides 
more accurate coverage rates than WCR and GEE. 
2 Tables (4-6) for clustered longitudinal data with noninformative 
cluster size II (N=500) 
When the number of clusters, N, is larger, GEE, WCR, and CWGEE still 
provide unbiased estimates of the parameters. The difference among these models 
will be smaller comparing with the results from 50 clusters and those from 500 
clusters. This can be also obtained by comparing "rrnse" (74) with "sd"(73) from 
Table 4, or robust and naive variances of the parameters /3' s from Table 5. 
Apparently, the coverage percentages for the parameters from these three 
models are larger than those from scenario I, and they are close to the nominal 
coverage percentage 0.95. 
In summary, GEE, WCR and CWGEE models have comparable 
performances as N increases. It is noted that these three models are equivalent to 
fit clustered longitudinal data with non-informative cluster size. 
TABLE 4 
Mean square error for different models II (N = 500, n= 1000 loops) 
Correlation Structure GEE WCR CWGEE 
independence 0.085 (0.004) 0.085 (0.004) 
exchangeable 0.085 (0.004) 0.085 (0.004) 0.083 (0.009) 
AR-M 0.085 (0.004) 0.085 (0.004) 0.083(0.009) 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; Mean Square: mse = ~ L~=l msei: msci = 
_1_ ",N ",n, ",k (1: _ Y; )2 
n-4 L...,=l L...j=l L...k=1 'Jk 'Jk 
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TABLE 5 
Different models for clustered longituelinal data with noninformative cluster size 
(N=500, n=1000 loops) 
models (30 
GEE (independence) 0.5018 1.5000 0.7479 0.8000 0 
rmse 0.0175 0.0002 0.0244 0.0003 
sel 0.0174 0.0002 0.0243 0.0003 
GEE (exchangeable) 0.5018 1.5000 0.7479 0.8000 0.9988 
rmse 0.0175 0.0002 0.0244 0.0003 
sel 0.0174 0.0002 0.0243 0.0003 0.0001 
GEE (AR-M) 0.5018 1.5000 0.7479 0.8000 0.9988 
rmse 0.0175 0.0002 0.0244 0.0003 
sel 0.0174 0.0002 0.0243 0.0003 0.0003 
WCR (independence) 0.5005 1.5000 0.7507 0.7999 0 
rmse 0.0134 0.0002 0.0197 0.0002 
sd 0.0134 0.0002 0.0197 0.0002 
WCR (exchangeable) 0.5005 1.5000 0.7507 0.7999 0.9987 
rmse 0.0134 0.0002 0.0197 0.0002 
sd 0.0134 0.0002 0.0197 0.0002 0.0002 
WCR (AR-M) 0.5005 1.5000 0.7507 0.7999 0.9988 
rmse 0.0133 0.0002 0.0198 0.0002 
sd 0.0133 0.0002 0.0198 0.0002 0.0006 
CWGEE (exchangeable) 0.5030 1·4999 0.7544 0.8000 0.9943 
rmse 0.0113 0.0001 0.0185 0.0001 
sd 0.0113 0.0001 0.0185 0.0001 0.0034 
CWGEE (AR-M) 0.5030 1·4999 0.7544 0.8000 0.9944 
rmse 0.0115 0.0001 0.0185 0.0001 
sd 0.0114 0.0001 0.0185 0.0001 0.0036 
True value 0.5 1.5 0.75 0.8 I 0.976 I 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; Empirical Standard Error, i.e. standard error among 
estimates derived from simulations: sd = / n~l 2:::7=1 (0; - 0)2; Square Root of Mean Square Error: 
7'77'se - /1 ",n (O~ 0 )2. tJ -- V n Di-=l i-true ~ 
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TABLE 6 
Variances and coverage rates for different models II (N=500, n=1000 loops) 
Models Clusters Corr.str parameters robust.var nmve.var coverage 
bO 0.0004 0.0002 0.934 
Independent 
b1 0.0003 0.0001 0.954 
b2 0.0005 0.0004 0.938 
b3 0.0003 0.0001 0.949 
bO 0.0002 0.0002 0.934 
GEE 500 
Exchangeable 
b1 0.0001 0.0001 0.954 
b2 0.0004 0.0004 0.938 
b3 0.0001 0.0001 0.949 
I bO 0.0002 0.0003 0.934 
l AR-M b1 0.0001 0.0001 0.954 b2 0.0004 0.0004 0.938 b3 0.0001 0.0001 0.949 
bO 0.0118 0.955 
Independent 
b1 0.0002 0.926 
b2 0.0218 0.964 
b3 0.0003 0.929 
bO 0.0118 0.955 
WCR 500 
Exchangeable 
b1 0.0002 0.926 
b2 0.0218 0.964 
b3 0.0003 0.929 
bO 0.0164 0.958 
AR-lvf 
b1 0.0002 0.915 
b2 0.0232 0.970 
b3 0.00{);3 0.924 
bO 0.0009 0.0015 0.973 
CWGEE 500 
Exchangeable 
b1 0.0001 0.0009 0.959 
b2 0.0008 0.0016 0.967 
b3 0.0001 0.0008 0.953 
bO 0.0009 0.0015 0.973 
AR-M 
b1 0.0001 0.0009 0.959 
b2 0.0008 0.0016 0.967 
b3 0.0001 0.0008 0.953 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; 
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3 Tables (7-10) for clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster 
size III (ai' N=50) 
TABLE 7 
Different models for clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster sIze (ai, 
n=1000 loops) 
f30 f31 /32 f33 a 
GEE (independence) 0.7697 1.5000 0.7424 0.8000 0 
rmse 0.2922 0.0002 0.1533 0.0003 
sd 0.1125 0.0002 0.1532 0.0003 
GEE (exchangeable) 0.7697 1.5000 0.7424 0.8000 0.9985 
rmse 0.2922 0.0002 0.1533 0.0003 
sd 0.112.5 0.0002 0.1532 0.0003 0.0003 
GEE (AR-M) 0.7697 1.5000 0.7424 0.8000 0.9985 
rmse 0.2922 0.0002 0.1533 0.0003 
sd 0.1125 0.0002 0.1532 0.0003 0.0004 
WCR (independence) 0·4984 1.5000 0.7525 0.8000 0 
rmse 0.0520 0.0005 0.0736 0.0007 
sd 0.0520 0.0005 0.0736 0.0007 
WCR (exchangeable) 0·4984 1.5000 0.7522 0.8000 0.9987 
rmse 0.0519 0.0005 0.0736 0.0007 
sd 0.0519 0.0005 0.0736 0.0007 0.0002 
WCR (AR-M) 0·4984 1.5000 0.7524 0.8000 0.9987 
r-" 
rmse 0.0519 0.0005 0.0735 0.0007 
sd 0.0519 0.0005 0.0735 0.0007 0.0009 
CWG EE (exchangeable) 0·4991 1.5000 0.7515 0.8000 0.9973 
rmse 0.0517 0.0004 0.073:3 0.0006 
sd 0.0517 0.0004 0.073:3 0.0006 0.0079 
CWGEE (AR-M) 0·4992 1.5000 0.7515 0.8000 0.9973 
rmse 0.0517 0.0004 0.0732 0.0006 
sd 0.0517 0.0004 0.0732 0.0006 0.0088 
-
True value 0.5 1.5 I 0.75 0.8 I 0.9756 I 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; Empirical Standard Error, i.e, standard error among es-
timates derived from simulations: sd = J n~l 2.:Z~d (iii - e)2; Square Root of Mean Square Error: 
nnse = J ~ 2.:7=1 (iii - 8true )2: 
For clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster size, when cluster 
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TABLE 8 
Variances and coverage rates for different models III (Cti' n= 1000 loops) 
Models I Clusters I Corr.str I parameters I robust.var I naive.var I coverage I 
bO 0.0004 0.0003 0.003 
Independent 
b1 0.0003 0.0001 0.945 
b2 0.0006 0.0004 0.928 
b3 0.0004 0.0001 0.948 
bO 0.0003 0.0003 0.003 
GEE 50 
Exchangeable 
b1 0.0001 0.0001 0.944 
b2 0.0004 0.0004 0.928 
b3 0.0001 0.0001 0.949 
bO 0.0003 0.0003 0.002 
AR-M 
b1 0.0001 0.0001 0.951 
, b2 0.0004 0.0004 0.929 
b3 0.0001 0.0001 0.959 
bO 0.0486 0.920 
I b1 0.0005 0.924 
Independent 
b2 0.0687 0.938 
b3 0.0008 0.921 
bO 0.0486 0.920 
WCR 50 
Exchangeable 
b1 0.0005 0.924 
I b2 0.0687 0.938 
b3 0.0008 0.921 
bO 0.0492 0.930 
AR-M 
b1 0.0006 0.923 -
b2 0.0638 0.932 
b3 0.0014 0.920 
bO 0.0016 0.0069 0.930 
CWGEE 50 
Exchangeable 
b1 0.0001 0.0015 0.945 
b2 0.0022 0.0097 0.931 
b3 0.0001 0.0022 0.934 
bO 0.0016 0.0066 0.930 
AR-M 
b1 0.0001 0.0012 0.945 
b2 0.0022 0.0094 0.932 
b3 0.0001 0.0017 0.934 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations: WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling: CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; 
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TABLE 9 
Estimated correlation for informative clustered longitudinal data (ai, n=1000 loops) 
a a 
WCR (exchangeable) 0.9987 CWG EE (exchangeable) 
0.9253 * 
0.9973 ** 
sd 0.0002 sd 
0.0348 * 
0.0079 ** 
WCR (AR-M) 0.9987 CWGEE (AR-M) 
0.9376 * 
0.9973 ** 
sd 0.0009 sd 
0.0312 * 
0.0088 ** 
True value 0.9756 True value 0.9756 
WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; 
* denotes the estimator a of correlation coefficient on stage one; ** denotes the estimator aql.' of 
correlation coefficient on stage two; Empirical Standard Error, i.e, standard error among estimates 
derived from simulations: sd = / n~l L::~=l (0; - 8)2; 
TABLE 10 
Mean square error for different models III (a;, n;=1000 loops) 
Correlation Structure GEE WCR CWGEE 
independence 0.069 (0.015) 0.083 (0.014) 
exchangeable 0.069 (0.015) 0.083 (0.014) 0.054 (0.012) 
AR-M 0.069 (0.015) 0.083 (0.014) 0.054 (0.012) 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Clllster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; Mean Square: mse = ~ L::~l msci; msci = 
1 ",N ",n; ",k (Y. y:)2 
n-4 L..i=l L..j=l L..k=l iJk - ijk 
size is only related to cluster effect, only the intercept term /30 in GEE model is 
biased from the simulation result, which agrees with the theoretical inference. The 
bias can be seen from the difference from "rrnse" and "scf', for the {3' s. From Table 
8, the "rrnse" for the {30 is 0.2922, while "sd" is 0.1125, and the coverage percentage 
is 0.003, indicating the estimate for {30 is biased. In contrast, WCR and CWGEE 
models provide unbiased estimates and the coverage rates are close to nominal 
coverage rate 0.95. The "sd" and robust variances from CWGEE model are both 
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TABLE 2 
Variances and coverage rates for different models I (N=50, n=1000 loops) 
Models I Clusters I Corr.str I parameters I robust.var I naive.var I coverag(~ 
bO 0.0012 0.0008 0.925 
Independent 
b1 0.0005 0.0001 0.930 
I 
b2 0.0017 0.0011 0.936 
b3 0.0008 0.0002 0.931 
bO 0.0008 0.0007 0.925 
I GEE 50 Exchangeable hI 0.0001 0.0001 0.930 I I b2 0.0011 0.0012 0.936 I 
I I b3 0.0001 0.0001 0.931 
I bO 0.0008 0.0008 0.925 
I AR-M b1 0.0001 0.0001 0.930 
b2 0.0011 0.0011 0.936 
b3 0.0001 0.0001 0.931 
bO 0.0500 0.926 
Independent 
b1 0.0007 0.934 
b2 0.0713 0.938 
b3 0.0009 0.929 
bO 0.0500 0.926 
WCR 50 
Exchangeable 
bl 0.0007 0.934 
b2 0.0713 0.938 
b3 0.0009 0.929 
bO 0.0508 0.939 
AR-M 
b1 0.0007 0.931 
b2 0.0718 0.942 
b3 0.0009 0.927 
bO 0.0016 0.0067 0.942 
CWGEE 50 
Exchangeable 
b1 0.0001 0.0013 0.941 
b2 0.0023 0.0094 0.951 
b3 0.0001 0.0018 0.942 
bO 0.0016 0.0069 0.942 
AR-M 
b1 0.0001 0.0016 0.941 
b2 0.0023 0.0098 0.951 
b3 0.0001 0.0023 0.942 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; 
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a R::/ ( Cl! ) oTij ( 0: ) T:j ( Cl! ) 
00' OCl: 
(46) 
Replace 8R~~(a) in equation (28) by the expression on the right hand side of (46), we 
get the estimating equation for 0:: 
where 
N 1 n, OR~l 
""' - ""'(Z··l Z·2 ... z· ·K)-'-J ~ n. ~ 'J' 'J' , '] 00: 
i=l ! j=l . 
(1':'~)2' if m = n = 1, K; 
8R- 1 





if 1 < m = n < K; 
if 1m - nl = 1; 
0, others. 
= 0, (47) 





Thus, we can get the estimate of 0: as follows: 
(} = ~ - 7], (51 ) 
where 
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TABLE 11 
Different models for clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster size (O'i and 
:£j, n=1000 loops) 
Po Pl .82 P3 0' 
GEE (independence) 0.7600 1.5000 0.5529 0.8000 0 
rmse 0.2808 I 0.0002 0.2403 0.0013 
sd 0.1063 0.0002 0.1375 0.001:3 
GEE (exchangeable) 0.7600 1.5000 0.5529 0.8000 0.9984 
rmse 0.2S0S 0.0002 0.2403 0.0013 
sd 0.1063 0.0002 0.1375 0.0013 0.0004 
GEE (AR-M) 0.7600 1.5000 0.5529 0.8000 0.9984 
rmse 0.2809 0.0002 0.2403 0.0013 
sd 0.1063 0.0002 0.1375 0.0013 0.0006 
WCR (independence) 0·4988 1.5000 0.7495 0.8000 0 
rmse 0.0519 0.0005 0.078.5 0.0014 
sd 0.0519 0.0005 0.0785 0.0014 
WCR (exchangeable) 0·4990 1.5000 0.7494 0.8000 0.9987 
rmse 0.0518 0.0005 0.0781 0.0014 
sd 0.0518 0.0005 0.0781 0.0014 0.0003 
WCR (AR-M) 0.5010 1.5010 0.7495 0.7972 0.9987 
rmse 0.0518 0.0006 0.0780 0.0014 
sci 0.0518 0.0006 0.0780 0.0014 0.0015 
CWGEE (exchangeable) 0·4984 1.5000 0.7522 0.8000 0.9628 
rmse 0.0517 0.0004 0.073:3 0.0006 
sd 0.0517 0.0004 0.0733 0.0006 0.1524 
CWGEE (AR-M) 0.5003 1·4992 0.7476 0.8007 0.9622 
rmse 0.0518 0.0005 0.0738 0.0006 
sd 0.0518 0.0005 0.0738 0.0006 0.1634 
True value 0.5 1.5 I 0.7t; I 0.8 I 0.9756 I 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; Empirical Standard Error, i.e, standard error among es-
timates derived from simulations: sd = / n~l 2::7=1 (B; - e)2; Square Root of Mean Square Error: 
rmse = /~ 2::7=1 (ff, - etr .,,)"; 
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TABLE 12 
Variances and coverage rates for different models IV ((li and Xi, n= 1000 loops) 
Models I Clusters I Corr.str I parameters I robust.var I naive.var I coverage I 
bO 0.0004 0.0003 0.001 
Independent 
bl 0.0003 0.0001 0.962 
b2 0.0023 0.0017 0.233 
b3 0.0010 0.0001 0.938 
bO 0.0003 0.0003 0.001 
GEE 50 
Exchangeable 
bl 0.0001 0.0001 0.962 
b2 0.0015 0.0017 0.233 
b3 0.0001 0.0001 0.938 
bO 0.0003 0.0003 0.001 
AR-M 
bl 0.0001 0.0001 0.974 
b2 0.0015 0.0018 0.249 
b3 0.0001 0.0001 0.957 
bO 0.0465 0.969 
Independent 
bl 0.0014 0.983 
b2 0.0406 0.954 
b3 0.0020 0.989 
bO 0.0465 0.971 
WCR 50 
Exchangeable 
bl 0.0014 0.985 
b2 0.0405 0.955 
b3 0.0019 0.993 
bO 0.0499 0.940 
AR-M 
bl 0.0005 0.914 
b2 0.0452 0.934 
b3 0.0014 0.921 
bO 0.0022 0.0080 0.940 
CWGEE 50 
Exchangeable 
bl 0.0004 0.0030 0.941 
b2 0.0031 0.0113 0.940 
b3 0.0006 0.0042 0.952 
bO 0.0022 0.0087 0.939 
AR-M 
bl 0.0004 0.0034 0.941 
b2 o.oo~n 0.0122 0.942 
b3 0.0006 0.0049 0.952 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; 
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TABLE 13 
Estimated correlation for clustered longitudinal data (O:i and :1:i, n=1000 loops) 
0: 0: 
WCR (exchangeable) 0.9988 CWG EE (exchangeable) 
0.8692 * 
0.9628 ** 
sd 0.0003 sd 
0.1827 * 
0.1524 ** 
WCR (AR-M) 0.9987 CWGEE (AR-M) 
0.8848 * 
0.9622 ** 
sd 0.0015 sd 
0.1786 * 
0.1634 ** 
True value 0.9756 True value 0.9756 
WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; 
* denotes the estimator & of correlation coefficient on stage one; ** denotes the estimator c'i qls of 
correlation coefficient on stage two: Empirical Standard Error, i.e, standard error among estimates 
derived from simulations: sd = j n~l 2:7~1 (0; ~ 0)2; 
TABLE 14 
Mean square error for different models IV (O:i and :J.:i, n= 1000 loops) 
Correlation Structure GEE WCR CWGEE 
independence 0.068 (0.018) 0.084 (0.016) 
exchangeable 0.068 (0.018) 0.084 (0.016) 0.053 (0.021) 
AR-M 0.068 (0.018) 0.084 (0.016) 0.053 (0.021) 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; I\lean Square: Tnse = ~ 2:~1 Tnsei; msei = 
n~4 2:;:1 2:;~1 2:Z=l (l'ijk .- Y,jk)2 
while the respective "sd" are 0.1063 and 0.1375. The "rmse" and "sd" for the other 
parameters are almost the same. Based on (20), the coverage percentages for (30 and 
(32 are 0.001 and 0.233 (0.249 for AR-M), indicating the bias of the estimates. WCR 
and CWGEE models perform much better than GEE model in terms of providing 
unbiased estimates with the coverage rate close to the nominal coverage rate. 
Similarly to the previous one, we can get the P-P plots for (30 and (32 under 
different models, Figures 5 and 6. The construction method is same as before, and 
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Figure 6. Probability-Probability plots for CWGEE model II 
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we notice that the plots of CWGEE and WCR models are close to the nominal level 
and have almost linear trend, while the plot of (30 and (32 for GEE model are far 
away from the nominal level. 
In summary, for clustered longitudinal data with cluster size being related to 
the cluster effect and exposed factor, CWGEE and WCR models perform equally 
well to get unbiased estimates. While the "sd" and robust variances from CWGEE 
model are less than those from WCR model. In terms of the mean square error for 
the responses, CWGEE is the samllest. Thus, GWGEE has some advantage over 
WCR. 
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C Extension of clustered longitudinal data analysis 
1 Tables (15-18) for clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster 
size V (O:i' drop "fij' N=50) 
2 Tables (19-22) for clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster 
size VI (Oi and Xi, drop "fij' N=50) 
3 Tables (23-24) for clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster 
size VII (:ri,drop 0i and "fij' N=50) 
In this section, we will change the underlying model to extend the analysis of 
clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster size. From the estimates from 
different models, we can see that GEE model has biased estimates. WCR and 
CWGEE models provide unbiased estimates of the parameters by comparing the 
"rmse" with "set'. The estimate of the correlation coefficient from WCR is 0.9066 
when the "working correlation structure" is AR-M, which is close to the true value. 
The results are similar as before. Both WCR and CWGEE provide similar results 




Different models for clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster size ((}:i and 
drop ~fij, n= 1 000 loops) 
f30 
GEE (independence) 0.7751 1·4999 0.74227 0.7998 0 
rmse 0.2979 0.0068 0.1603 0.0094 
sd 0.1143 0.0068 0.1602 0.0094 
GEE (exchangeable) 0.7751 1·4999 0.74227 0.7998 0.8809 
rmse 0.2979 0.0068 0.1603 0.0094 
sd 0.1143 0.0068 0.1602 0.0094 0.0054 
GEE (AR-M) 0.7752 1·4999 0.74227 0.7998 0.9084 
rmse 0.2980 0.0068 0.1604 0.0094 
sd 0.1143 0.0068 0.1603 0.0094 0.0048 
WCR (independence) 0.5010 1.5001 0.7459 0.8001 0 
rmse 0.0736 0.0148 0.1065 0.0204 
sd 0.0736 0.0148 0.1065 0.0204 
WCR (exchangeable) 0.5010 1.5001 0.7459 0.8001 0.8799 
rmse 0.0732 0.0142 0.1081 0.0199 
sd i 0.0733 0.0142 0.1081 0.0200 0.0107 
WCR (AR-M) 0.5005 1·4997 0.7472 0.8004 0.9067 
rmse 0.0717 0.0144 0.1054 0.0200 
sd 0.0717 0.0144 0.1054 0.0200 0.0098 
CWGEE (exchangeable) 0.5012 1·4998 0.7464 0.8004 0.8566 
rmse 0.0696 0.0134 0.1019 0.0185 
sd 0.0696 0.0134 0.1019 0.0185 0.1098 
CWGEE (AR-M) 0.5012 1·4998 0.7465 0.8004 0.8881 
rmse 0.0695 0.0134 0.1017 0.0185 
sd 0.0695 0.0134 0.1017 0.0185 0.0955 
'!rue value 0.5 1.5 I 0.75 0.8 0.9 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; Empirical Standard Error, i.e, standard error among es-
timates derived from simulations: sd = J n~l L~=l CO; - (})2; Square Root of Mean Square Error: 
nnse = J ~ L~=l CO; - (}true)2; 
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TABLE 16 
Variances and coverage rates for different models V (cti and drop "tij, n= 1000 loops) 
I Models I Clusters I Corr.str I parameters I robust.var I naive.var I coverage I 
bO 0.0011 0.0008 0.018 
Independent 
bl 0.0005 0.0002 0.941 
b2 0.0016 0.0012 0.915 
b3 0.0007 0.0003 0.956 
bO 0.0008 0.0008 0.018 
GEE 50 
Exchangeable 
bl 0.0002 0.0002 0.941 
b2 0.0011 0.0012 0.915 
b3 0.0003 0.0003 0.956 
bO 0.0008 0.0008 0.009 
AR-M 
bl 0.0002 0.0002 0.954 
b2 0.0012 0.0012 0.915 
b3 0.0003 0.0003 0.957 
bO 0.0783 0.928 
Independent 
bl 0.0185 0.923 
b2 0.1105 0.925 
b3 0.0256 0.918 




bl 0.0185 0.923 
b2 0.1105 0.925 
b3 0.0256 0.918 
bO 0.0781 0.925 
AR-M 




b3 0.0260 0.919 





bl 0.0004 0.0030 0.945 50 
Exchangeable 
b2 0.0031 0.0113 0.933 
b3 0.0006 0.0043 0.957 
bO 0.0022 0.0087 0.936 
I AR-M 
bl 0.0004 0.0035 0.945 
b2 0.0031 0.0123 0.934 
I b3 0.0006 0.0049 0.957 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; 
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TABLE 17 
Estimated correlation for clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster size (Cl:i 
and drop lij, n= 1 000 loops) 
Cl: °' 
WCR (exchangeable) 0.8799 CWG EE (exchangeable) 
0.5462 * 
0.8566 ** 
sd 0.0107 sd 
0.1009 * 
0.1098 ** 
WCR (AR-M) 0.9067 CWGEE (AR-M) 0.6251 * 
0.8880 ** 
sd 0.0098 sd 
0.0946 * 
0.0955 ** 
'frue value 0.9 'frue value 0.9 
WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; C\VGEE: Cluster-Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; 
* denotes the estimator d: of correlation coefficient on stage one; ** denotes the estimator aql s of 
correlation coefficient on stage two; Empirical Standard Error, i.e, standard error among estimates 
derived [rom simulations: sd = J n~l 2:~1 (B; - 0)2; 
TABLE 18 
Mean square error for different models V (O'i and drop lij, n= 1 000 loops) 
Correlation Structure GEE WCR CWGEE 
independence 0.547 (0.022) 0.557 (0.043) 
exchangeable 0.547 (0.022) 0.557 (0.043) 0.558 (0.103) 
AR-M 0.547 (0.022) 0.556 (0.040) 0.558 (0.103) 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; Mean Square: mse = ~ 2:7=1 msei; msei = 
1 ",N ",ni ",k (Y, y:)2 
n-4 Lti=l Ltj=l Ltk=l ijk - 'Jk 
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TABLE 19 
Different models for clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster size (Cti and 
Xi, drop lij, n=1000 loop8) 
Po 0: 
GEE (independence) 0.7663 1·4999 0.5452 0.7999 0 
rmse 0.2888 0.0068 0.2844 0.0392 
sd 0.1119 0.0068 0.1975 0.0392 
GEE (exchangeable) 0.7663 1·4999 0.5452 0.7999 0.8805 
rmse 0.2888 0.0068 0.2844 0.0392 
sd 0.1119 0.0068 0.1975 0.0392 0.0073 
GEE (AR-M) 0.7663 1·4999 0.5452 0.7999 0.9081 
rmse 0.2888 0.0068 0.2840 0.0392 
sd 0.1118 0.0068 0.1968 0.0392 0.0067 
WCR (independence) 0.5030 1.5002 0.7473 0.7991 0 
rmse 0.0732 0.0149 0.1793 0.0439 
sd 0.0732 0.0149 0.1793 0.0439 
WCR (exchangeable) 0.5030 1.5002 0.7473 0.7991 0.879 
rmse 0.0732 0.0149 0.179:3 0.0439 
sd 0.0732 0.0149 0.1793 0.0439 0.0206 
WCR (AR-M) 0.5030 1.5002 0.7473 0.7991 0.9054 
rmse 0.0744 0.0153 0.1798 0.0433 
sd 0.0744 0.0153 0.1798 0.0433 0.0193 
CWG EE (exchangeable) 0·4979 1.500 0.7529 0.7999 0.8553 
rmse 0.0238 0.0132 0.1677 0.0158 
sd 0.0238 0.0132 0.1677 0.0158 0.1891 
CWGEE (AR-M) 0·4981 1·4999 0.75·29 0.7999 0.8581 
rmse 0.0238 0.0123 0.1676 0.0147 
sd 0.0238 0.0123 0.1676 0.0147 0.1512 
'!rue value 0.5 1.5 I 0.75 0.8 0.9 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; Empirical Standard Error, i.e, standard error among es-
timates derived from simulations: sd = j n~1 L~l (iii - 0)2; Square Root of Mean Square Error: 
rmse = J * L~=I (iii - Otrue)2; 
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TABLE 20 
Variances and coverage rates for different models VI (ai and l;i, drop "iij, n=1000 
loops) 
I Models I Clusters I Corr.str I parameters I robust.var I naive.var I coverage I 
I bO 0.0011 0.0008 0.016 
t bl 0.0005 0.0002 0.954 I 
Independent . 
b2 0.0064 0.0047 0.676 
b3 0.0030 0.0012 0.934 
bO 0.0008 0.0008 0.016 
GEE 50 
Exchangeable 
b1 0.0002 0.0002 0.954 
b2 0.0045 0.0047 0.676 
b3 0.0010 0.0012 0.934 
bO 0.0008 0.0008 0.011 
AR-M 
b1 0.0002 0.0002 0.947 
b2 0.0047 0.0040 0.586 
b3 0.0012 0.0011 0.927 
bO 0.0785 0.924 
Independent 
b1 0.01805 0.921 
b2 0.1749 0.926 
b3 0.0441 0.930 
bO 0.0785 0.924 
WCR 50 
Exchangeable 
b1 0.01805 0.921 
b2 0.1749 0.926 
b3 0.0441 0.930 
bO 0.0781 0.924 
AR-M 
b1 0.0169 0.913 
b2 0.1765 0.927 
b3 0.0445 0.926 
bO 0.0016 0.0063 0.935 
C\VGEE 50 
Exchangeable 
b1 0.0001 0.0005 0.936 
b2 0.0022 0.0089 0.939 
b3 0.0001 0.0007 0.934 
bO 0.0015 0.0067 0.935 
AR-M 
b1 O.OOC)! 0.0009 0.943 
b2 0.0022 0.0095 0.940 
b3 0.0001 0.0013 0.934 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; 
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TABLE 21 
Estimated correlation for clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster size (Oi 
and Xi) drop lij, n=1000 loops) 
0 0 
WCR (exchangeable) 0.8793 CWGEE (exchangeable) 
0.5979 * 
0.8553 ** 
sd 0.0206 sd 
0.1179 * 
0.1891 ** 
WCR (AR-M) 0.9054 CWGEE (AR-M) 
0.5666 * 
0.8581 ** 
sd 0.0193 sd 
0.0917 * 
0.1512 ** 
True value 0.9 True value 0.9 
WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; 
* denotes the estimator a of correlation coefficient on stage one: ** denotes the estimator aql s of 
correlation coefficient on stage two; Empirical Standard Error, i.e, standard error among estimat.es 
derived from simulations: sd = / n~l L~l COi - 0)2: 
TABLE 22 
Mean square error for different models VII (Oi and Xi, drop lij, n=1000 loops) 
Correlation Structure GEE WCR CWGEE 
independence 0.546 (0.029) 0.553 (0.080) 
exchangeable 0.546 (0.029) 0.553 (0.080) 0.574 (0.039) 
AR-M 0.546 (0.029) 0.553 (0.080) 0.574 (0.039) 
GEE: Generalized Est.imating Equations: WCR: Within-Cluster Resampling; CWGEE: Cluster-
Weighted Generalized Estimating Equations; Mean Square: mse = ~ L~~l rnsei; rnsei = 
1 N ",n, k ~ 2 
n-4 2:=i=1 6j=1 2:=k=1 (Yijk - Y,jk) 
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TABLE 23 
Different models for clustered longitudinal data with informative cluster size (Xi, drop 
0:i and ~(ij, n=1000 loops) 
(j . 0 PI /32 P:~ 
GEE (independence) 0·497 1.5 0.753 0.8 
rmse 0.1135 0.0303 0.1141 0.0305 
sci 0.1135 0.0303 0.1141 0.0305 
GEE (exchangeable) 0·497 1.5 0.753 0.8 
r--' 
0.1141 0.0305 rmse 0.1135 0.0303 
;---
sci 0.1135 0.0303 0.1141 0.0305 
GEE (AR-M) 0·497 1.5 0.753 0.8 
rmse 0.1132 0.0303 0.1137 0.0305 
sd 0.1132 0.0303 0.1137 0.0305 
CWGEE (independence) 0.5 1.5 0.754 0.8 
rmse 0.1339 0.0358 0.1340 0.0358 
sd 0.1339 0.0358 0.1340 0.0358 
CWGEE (exchangeable) 0·495 1.5 0.754 0.8 
rmse 0.1337 0.0358 0.1339 0.0358 
sci 0.1337 0.0358 0.1339 0.0358 
CWGEE (AR-M) 0·495 1.5 0.754 0.8 
rmse 0.1334 0.0358 0.1337 0.0358 
sci 0.1334 0.0358 0.1337 0.0358 
True value 0.5 1.5 0.75 0.8 
GEE: Generalized Estimating Equations; CWGEE: Cluster-Weighted Generalized Estimating; Em-
pirical Standard Error, i.e, standard error among estimates derived from simulations: sd = 
J n~1 2:7=1 (Oi- 0)2; Square Root of Mean Square Error: rrnsc = J~ 2:7=1 (Oi - Otrue)2; 
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D Hypothesis test and power 
From above simulations, for clustered longitudinal data, C\VGEE performs as 
well as WCR but requires less computation, so we prefer CWGEE. We will do 
hypothesis test for the parameters based on CWGEE, and get the power for (30 and 
(h using robust variance under the scenario where the cluster size is related to 
cluster effect O:i. 
We choose the "working" correlation structure Rij as exchangeable and 
AR-M respectively. The procedure is that under each type of R ij , we will get the 
power for testing HO:(32 = 0 versus Ha:(32i=0 with the underlying value, 6 varying 
from seq(-l,l, by=0.05). To do that, we fix the other parameters as before. For each 
fixed (32, we draw 1000 samples from underlying model. For each sample, we use 
CWGEE model to obtain the estimators for all the parameters and their standard 
errors. Then we use Wald test to test lJO:(32 = O. We will calculate the percentage of 
the Ho being rejected, which will be the power for lla:(32i=0. 
, '\" 1000 I ' . 
'I (") L..,J=l reJect.Ho power u = . 
1000 
(78) 
The results are illustrated in Figure 7. The procedures for (30 are the same as (32, 
which is presented in Figure 8. Also we can get the confidence interval for poweri; 
poweri * (1 - poweri) 
1000 
poweri * (1 - poweri )). 
1000 
(79) 
Figure 7 showed that with the power for ;32 under exchangeable and AR-M 
correlation structures, the lowest power is 0.0.59, and the confidence interval is 
(0.044, 0.074) which includes 0.05; Figure 8 showed that with the power for {3o 
under exchangeable and AR-M correlation structures, the lowest power is 0.03, and 
the confidence interval is (0.02. 0.04). So we can see that CWGEE model is an 
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CHAPTER V 
Future work 
CWGEE is an efficient method for clustered longitudinal data with 
informative cluster size. It provides similar est.imates as WCR, which is an 
intensively computational method. In the future, we will invest.igate how to handle 
missing data in CWGEE model for clustered longitudinal studies. Note that. there 
are different types of missing mechanism, such as missing not at random, missing at 
random and missing completely at random. Another is that each subject has the 
same number of observations in this thesis, but when the time points are not fixed 
and varies among subjects, whether CWGEE is still valid needs further 
investigation. In addition, the test for goodness of fit of CWGEE model wit.h 
different correlation structures may deserve further investigation. In this thesis, we 
only consider the correlation structure within subject and ignore that within cluster. 
This may lose some information. How to choose the most informative correlation 
structure in CWGEE model is still an open question. These questions will be 
investigated elsewhere. Also, we are applying these methods to the dental study on 
periodontal disease, and t.hen learn how to handle these in real data..'>et.. 
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Appendix: R code for the thesis 
################################################################## 
############### Clustered longitudinal data ############## 
################################################################## 













########## Noninformative clustered longitudinal data ######## 
########## Generate sample datasets with 50 clusters ######## 
################################################################## 












b <- c(0.5,l.5,O.75,O.8) 
N<-sum(unexpose,expose) 
sizel<-size2<-prel<-pre2<-0 













clustersize2) ,predict=c(rep(0,3*sum(unexpose»,rep(1,3*s um(expose»),clustereffect= 
rep(l,N*3) ,subjecteffect=rep(0,N*3) ,response=rep(0,N*3 » 
data$clustereffect<-c(cluster.unexpose,cluster.expose) 
data$subjecteffect<-rep(rnorm(N,O,O.15),each=3) 
data$response<-b[1]+b[2] *data$time+b[3] *data$predict+b [4]*data$predict*data$time+ 
data$clustereffect+data$subjecteffect+rnorm(N*3,0,0.01) 




Noninformative clustered longitudinal data ####### 
Generate sample datasets with 500 clusters ####### 
################################################################## 












b <- c(O.5,1.5,O.75,O.8) 
N<-sum(unexpose,expose) 
sizel<-size2<-prel<-pre2<-O 











cluster. expose<-pre2 [-1)} 
data<-data.frame(subject=rep(1:N,each=3),time=rep(1:3,N),cluster=c(clustersizel, 
clustersize2) ,predict=c(rep(0,3*sum(unexpose)) ,rep(1,3*s um(expose))),clustereffect= 
rep(1,N*3) ,subjecteffect=rep(0,N*3) ,response=rep(0,N*3 )) 
data$clustereffect<-c(cluster.unexpose,cluster.expose) 
data$subjecteffect<-rep(rnorm(N,0,0.lS),each=3) 
data$response<-b[1)+b[2) *data$time+b[3) *data$predict+b [4)*data$predict*data$time+ 
data$clustereffect+data$subjecteffect+rnorm(N*3,0,0.01) 
datal [[num)) <-data 
################################################################## 
############ Generate sample datasets with SO clusters ######### 
############ Cluster size related to clustereffect ######### 
################################################################## 













b <- c(0.S,1.S,0.75,0.8) 
N<-sum(unexpose,expose) 
sizel<-size2<-prel<-pre2<-0 














rep(l,N*3) ,subjecteffect=rep(O,N*3) ,response=rep(0,N*3 » 
data$clustereffect<-c(cluster.unexpose,cluster.expose) 
data$subjecteffect<-rep(rnorm(N,0,0.15),each=3) 
data$response<-b[1]+b[2] *data$time+b[3] *data$predict+b [4]*data$predict*data$time+ 
data$clustereffect+data$subjecteffact+rnorm(N*3,0,0.01) 
datal [[num]] <-data 
################################################################## 
########## Generate sample datasets with 50 clusters ############ 
####Cluster sized related to clustereffect and exposed factor##### 
################################################################## 













b <- c(O.5,1.5,0.75,0.8) 
N<-sum(unexpose,expose) 
sizel<-size2<-prel<-pre2<-0 













clustersize2) ,predict=c(rep(O,3*sum(unexpose)) ,rep(l,3*s um(expose))),clustereffect= 
rep(l,N*3) ,subjecteffect=rep(O,N*3) ,response=rep(O,N*3 )) 




datal [[num]] <-data 
################################################################## 
########## Generate sample datasets with 50 clusters ########## 
########## Cluster size related to exposed factor ########## 


























b <- c(0.5,1.5,O.75,O.8) 
N<-sum(unexpose,expose) 
size1<-size2<-0 
for(i in 1:length(unexpose)){ 
size1<-c(size1,rep(i,3*unexpose[i])) 
clustersize1<-size1[-1]} 




clustersize2) ,predict=c(rep(O,3*sum(unexpose)) ,rep(1,3* sum(expose))),response=rep(O,N*3)) 
residual<-mvrnorm(N,rep(O,3),O.5*cormax.ar1(0.9)) 




############ Generate sample datasets with 50 clusters ########## 
########### 
########## 
Cluster size related to clustereffect 































b <- c(O.5,l.5,O.75,O.8) 
N<-sum(unexpose,expose) 
sizel<-size2<-prel<-pre2<-O 











clustersize2) ,predict=c(rep(O,3*sum(unexpose)) ,rep(l,3*s um(expose))),clustereffect= 
rep(l,N*3),response=rep(O,N*3)) 
data$clustereffect<-c(cluster.unexpose, cluster. expose) 
residual<-mvrnorm(N,rep(O,3),O.5*cormax.arl(O.9)) 
data$response<-b[1]+b[2] *data$time+b[3] *data$predict+b [4]*data$predict*data$time+ 
data$clustereffect+as.vector(t(residual)) 
datal [[num]] <-data 
################################################################## 
############ Generate sample datasets vith 50 clusters ########## 
#### Cluster size related to clustereffect and exposed factor #### 




























b <- c(O.5,1.5,O.75,O.8) 
N<-sum(unexpose,expose) 
size1<-size2<-pre1<-pre2<-O 













clustersize2) ,predict=c(rep(0,3*sum(unexpose»,rep(1,3*s um(expose»),clustereffect= 
rep(1,N*3),response=rep(0,N*3» 
data$clustereffect<-c (cluster.unexpose, cluster. expose) 
residual<-mvrnorm(N,rep(0,3),0.5*cormax.arl(0.9» 
data$response<-b[1]+b[2] *data$time+b[3] *data$predict+b [4]*data$predict*data$time+ 
data$clustereffect+as.vector(t(residual» 
datal [[num]] <-data 
################################################################## 
########## GEE model with different structures ############ 
################################################################## 
## GEE model: Exchangeable correlation structure 
se.mean.geell<-se.mean.gee12<-rep(0,4) 
n.geel<-rep(0,4) 





msey.geel [num,]<-sum«fit.geel$fitted.values-datal [[num]] $response)-2)/(length(datal[[num]]$ 
response)-4) 
beta.geel[num,]<-fit.geel$coefficient 
correlation.geel [num,] <-fit.geel$working.correlation[l, 2] 
for(m in 1:4){se.geell[num,] [m]<-fit.geel$naive.variance[m,m]} 
for(m in 1:4){se.gee12[num,] [m]<-fit.geel$robust.variance[m,m]} 
forCm in 1: 4){ 
CI Em,] <-beta.geel [num,] Em] +c (-1,1) *1. 96*se .gee12 [num,] Em] -0.5 
ifelse(CI[m,] [l]<b[m]& b[m]<CI[m,] [2] ,n.geel[m]<-n.geel[m]+l,n.geel[m])} 
beta.mean.geel<-apply(beta.geel,2,mean) 
fodi in 1:4){ 
se.mean.geell[i]<-sqrt(sum(se.geell[,i]/(loop-2») 
se.mean.gee12[i]<-sqrt(sum(se.gee12[,i]/(loop-2»)} 









## GEE model: Independent correlation structure 
se.mean.gee21<-se.mean.gee22<-rep(O,4) 
n.gee2<-rep(O,4) 




gaussian, corstr=" independence ") 
msey.gee2[num,]<-sum«fit.gee2$fitted.values-data1[[num]]$response)-2)/(length(data1[[num]]$ 
response)-4) 
beta.gee2 [num,] <-fit.gee2$coefficient 
for(m in 1:4){se.gee21[num,] [m] <-fit.gee2$naive.variance [m,m]} 
for(m in 1:4){se.gee22[num,] [m] <-fit.gee2$robust. variance [m,m]} 
for(m in 1:4){ 
CI[m,]<-beta.gee2[num,] [m]+c(-1,1)*1.96*se.gee22[num,] [m]-O.5 
ifelse(CI[m,] [1]<b[m]&: b[m] <CI[m,] [2],n.gee2[m]<-n.gee2[m]+1,n.gee2[m])} 
beta.mean.gee2<-apply(beta.gee2,2,mean) 










## GEE model: AR1 correlation structure 
se.mean.gee31<-se.mean.gee32<-rep(O,4) 
n.gee3<-rep(O,4) 









correlation.gee3[num,] <-fit.gee3$working.correlation[1, 2] 
for(m in 1:4){se.gee31 [num,] [m]<-fit.gee3$naive.variance[m,m]} 
for(m in 1:4){se.gee32[num,] [m]<-fit.gee2$robust.variance[m,m]} 
for(m in 1: 4){ 
CI [m ,] <-beta. gee3 [num,] [m] +c (-1,1) *1. 96*se. gee32 [num,] [m] -0.5 
ifelse(CI[m,] [l]<b[m]k b[m]<CI[m,] [2],n.gee3[m]<-n.gee3[m]+1,n.gee3[m])} 
beta.mean.gee3<-apply(beta.gee3,2,mean) 












############ WCR model with different structures ############# 
################################################################## 
n.wcr<-rep(0,4) 





t<-length(c (unexpose ,expose» 
for(lloop in 1:5000){ 
dataloop<-data.frame(subj~rep(O,3.t),predict~rep(O,3.t),time~rep(O,3.t),cluster~rep 
(0,3*t),resp=rep(0,3*t» 




response<-data1 [[num]] $response [data1 [[num]]$cluster==i] 
sample<-sample(response, 1 ,replace=TRUE) 
subj<-data1 [[num]] $subject [data1 [[num]]$cluster==i&data1 [[num]]$response [data1 [[num]]$ 
cluster==i]==sample] 
for(j in 1: 3){ 
} 
observ<-O 
observ<-data1 [[num]] $response [data1 [[num]] $subject==subj ] [j] 
dataloop$resp[j+3*(i-1)] <-observ 
dataloop$subj[j+3*(i-1)]<-subj 
dataloop$time[j+3*(i-1)] <-data1 [[num]] $time [data1 [[num]] $subject==subj] [j] 









msey[lloop,] <-sum«fit.wcr$fitted.values-dataloop$resp) -2)/(length(dataloop$resp)-4) 
for(m in 1:4){var[11oop,] [m]<-fit.wcr$robust.variance[m,m]} 
beta[lloop,]<-fit.wcr$coefficients 








msey.wcr[num,] <-apply (msey ,2 ,mean) 
correlation.wcr[num,]<-apply(corr,2,mean) for(m in 1:4){ 
CI [m,] <-beta. wcr [num,] [m] +c(-1,1) *1. 96*se. wcr [num,] [m] 















########## CWGEE model with different structures ############ 
################################################################## 






















































































xy<-t (covariate)%*%solve (var)%*%y 

























for (i in l:size){ 
stepll<-matrix(O,nrow=4,ncol=1) 
step12<-matrix(O,nrow=4,ncol=4) 

















cov,beta<-solve(step22)1.*I.(step31)1.*l.so l ve (step22) 
return(diag(cov,beta)) 
############# estimate the naive variance of beta ############### 
beta, naive ,sd<-function(data,alpha,beta, correlation) { 
var<- switch(correlation, 









for (i in l:size){ 
} 
step12<-matrix(O.nroy=4.ncol=4) 




















alpha, one ,ar<-alpha, one ,exch<-initial 
alpha,tYo,ar<-alpha,tYo,exch<-initial mse,ar<-mse,exch<-rep(O.4) 
n,ar<-n,exch<-rep(O.4) 




beta,robust,var,ar[t.] <-beta,robust,sd(datal [[t]] .alpha=ar$alpha.beta=ar$beta. 
correlation=tl ar l" ) 





correlation=" ar111 ) 










for(m in 1: 4){ 
CI.ar[m,]<-beta.ar[t,] [m]+c(-l,l)*1.96*beta.robust.var.ar[ t,] [m]-O.5 
ifelse (CI. ar [m,] [1] <b Em] &:b Em] <CI. ar [m,] [2] ,n. ar Em] <-no ar Em] +l,n. ar [m]) 
CI.exch[m,]<-beta.exch[t,] [m]+c(-l,l)*1.96*beta.robust .var.exch[t,] [m]-O.5 
ifelse(CI.exch[m,] [1] <b[m]&:b[m] <CI.exch[m,] [2],n.exch[m]<-n.exch[m]+l,n.exch[m])} 
beta.mean.ar<-apply(beta.ar,2,mean) 
beta.mean.exch<-apply(beta.exch,2,mean) 
for (i in 1:4){ 
beta. robust. sd.mean. ar [i] <-round (sqrt (sum(beta.robust.var. ar [,i]/(loop-2))),6)} 
for (i in 1 :4){ 
beta.robust.sd.mean.exch[i]<-round(sqrt(sum(beta.robust.var.exch[,i]/(loop-2))),6)} 
for (i in 1:4){ 
beta.naive.sd.mean.ar[i]<-round(sqrt(sum(beta.naive.var.ar[,i]/(loop-2))),6)} 






for(i in 1: 4){ 
mse.ar[i]<-(sum«beta.ar[,i]-b[i])-2)/loop)-O.5} 






















for (eta in 1:length(b3»{ 
b <- c(b1[eta] ,1.5,b3[eta],O.8) 
data1<-list(0) 
original<-matrix(O,nrow=loop,ncol=4) 
beta. ar<-beta. exch<-original 
beta.robust.sd.ar<-beta.robust.sd.exch<-original 
unexpose<-expose<-matrix(O,nrow=loop,ncol=25) 




efunction<-gama[1] +gama[2] *clustereffect 
cluster<-O 




expose [num,] <-cluster [26:50] 
unexpose.effect<-clustereffect[1:25] 
expose. effect<-clustereffect [26: 50] 
N<-sum(unexpose[num,],expose[num,]) size1<-size2<-pre1<-pre2<-0 
for(i in 1:length(unexpose[num,]»{ 
size1<-c(size1,rep(i,3*unexpose[num,] [i])) 
clustersize1<-size1[-1] 




for(i in l:length(expose[num,]»{ 
size2<-c(size2,rep(i+length(unexpose[num,]),3*expose[num,][i]» 
clustersize2<-size2[-1] 
pre2<-c(pre2,rep(expose.effect[i] ,each=3*expose[num,] [i]» 
cluster.expose<-pre2[-1]} 
data<-data.frame(subject=rep(1:N,each=3),time=rep(1:3,N),cluster=c(clustersizel, 







datal [[num]] <-data 
##### For the ARl correlation structure ##### 
n.ar.l<-n.ar.2<-O 
for (t in l:loop){ 
} 
ar<-qls(datal[[t]],family="gaussian",correlation="arl") 
ifelse(sum(!is.na(ar$beta»==4, beta.ar[t,]<-ar$beta, beta.ar[t,]<-beta.ar[t-l,]) 
beta.robust.sd.ar[t,]<-beta.robust.sd(datal[[t]],alpha=ar$alpha,beta=beta.ar[t,], 
correlation="arl")-O.5 
tstat.ar.l[t]<-beta.ar[t,] [3]/beta.robust.sd.ar[t,] [3] 
tstat.ar.2[t]<-beta.ar[t,] [l]/beta.robust.sd.ar[t,] [1] 
ifelse(abs(tstat.ar.l[t]»1.96,n.ar.l<-n.ar.l+l,n.ar.l) 
ifelse(abs(tstat.ar.2[t]»1.96,n.ar.2<-n.ar.2+1,n.ar.2) 
##### For the exchangeable correlation structure ##### 
n.exch.l<-n.exch.2<-O 
for (t in l:loop){ 
exch<-qls(datal[[t]],family="gaussian",correlation="exchangeable") 
} 
ifelse(sum(! is.na(exch$beta»==4,beta.exch[t,] <-exch$be ta,beta.exch[t,]<-beta.exch[t-l,]) 
beta.robust.sd.exch[t,] <-beta.robust.sd(datal[[t]] ,alpha=exch$alpha,beta=beta.exch[t,], 
correlation="exchangeable")-O.5 
tstat.exch.l[t]<-beta.exch[t,] [3]/beta.robust.sd.exch[t,] [3] 




##### Get the power for ARl correlation structure ##### 
power.ar.l[eta]<-n.ar.l/loop power.ar.2[eta] <-n.ar.2/loop 




##### Get the power for Exchangeable correlation structure ##### 
power.exch.l[eta]<-n.exch.l/loop power.exch.2[eta]<-n.exch.2/loop 
se.exch. 1 [eta] <-(power. exch. 1 [eta] *(l-power.exch. l[eta ])/loop)"0.5 
se.exch.2[eta]<-(power.exch.2[eta]*(1-power.exch.2[eta])/loop)"0.5 
CI.exch.l[eta,]<-power.exch.l[eta]+c(-l,l)*1.96*se.exch.l[eta] 
CI.exch.2[eta,]<-power.exch.2[eta]+c(-l,l)*1.96*se.exch. 2 [eta] } 
##Plots of the power options(width=60) 
plot(bl,power.ar.l,type="n",xlim=c(-l,ll,ylim=c(O,ll,col="blue",xlab="CWGEE:betaO", 
ylab="power.cwgee",main="power plot for AR-M and Exchangeable 
correlation structures") lines(bl,power.ar.l,type="l",col="black") 




legend(-l,O.4,legend=c("Exchangeable","AR-M"),pch=c(20,23) ,col=c("black" ,"red"» 
text(0.2,min(power.ar.2)-0.03,"0.059 
CI:(0.044,O.074)",col="blue",cex=0.8) 
plot(b3,power.ar.2,type="n",xlim=c(-l,ll ,ylim=c(O,l) ,col= "blue" ,xlab="CIIGEE:beta2" , 







legend( -1,0.4 ,legend=c ("Exchangeable" , "AR-M") ,pch=c (20,23) ,col=c("black" , "red"» 
text(0.2,min(power.ar.2)-0.03,"0.059 CI:(0.044,O.074)",col="blue",cex=0.8) 
################################################################## 
############ Probability-Probability Plots ############ 
################################################################## 
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### GEE model with exchangeable structure 
alpha<-seq(O.Ol,O.85,by=O.05) 
coverage.gee<-matrix(O,nrow=length(alpha),ncol=4) 
for (t in l:length(alpha)){ 
n.geel<-rep(O,4) 
} 






correlation.geel [num,] <-fit.geel$working.correlation[l, 2] 
for(m in 1:4){ 
se.gee12[num,] [m] <-fit.geel$robust.variance [m,m]} 
for(n in 1: 4){ 
CI[n,]<-beta.geel[num,] [n]+c(-1,1)*qnorm(1-alpha[t]/2)*se.gee12[num,] [n]-O.5} 
for(p in 1: 4){ 
ifelse(CI[p,] [l]<b[p]& b[p]<CI[p,] [2],n.geel[p]<-n.geel[p]+1,n.geel[p])} 
coverage.gee[t,] <-n.geel/loop 
### WCR model with Exchangeable structure 
alpha<-seq(O.Ol,O.85,by=O.05) 
coverage.wcr<-matrix(O,nrow=length(alpha),ncol=4) 
for (k in l:length(alpha)){ 
n.wcr<-rep(O,4) 





for(lloop in 1:5000){ 
dataloop <- data.frame(subj=rep(O,3*t),predict=rep(O,3*t),time=rep(O,3*t), 
cluster=rep(O,3*t),resp=rep(O,3*t)) 
for (i in l:t){ 
response<-datal[[num]]$response[datal[[num]]$cluster==i] 
sample<-sample(response,l,replace=TRUE) 












dataloop$time[j+3*(i-l)]<-datal [[num]]$time[datal [[num]] $subject==subj] [j] 
dataloop$predict [j+3*(i-l)]<-datal [[num]]$predict [datal [[num]]$subject==subj][j] 
dataloop$cluster[j+3*(i-l)]<-i 
attach(dataloop) 
fit ,wcr<-gee(resp-time+predict+time*predict ,data=datal oop,id=subj,family=gaussian, 
corstr="exchangeable") 




beta.wcr[num,] <-apply(beta, 2 ,mean) 
varl<-matrix(O,ncol=4,nrow=4) 




for(n in 1:4){ 
CI[n,]<-beta.wcr[num,] [n]+c(-l,l)*qnorm(1-alpha[k]/2)*se.wcr[num,] [n]} 
for(p in 1:4){ 




### CWGEE model with AR-M and Exchangeable structures 
loop<-1000 
original<-matrix(O,nrow=loop,ncol=4) 






for (t in l:length(alpha»{ 
n.ar<-n.exch<-rep(0,4) 











for(n in 1:4){ 
CI.ar[n,]<-beta.ar[num,] [n]+c(-1,1)*qnorm(1-alpha[t]/2)*be ta.robust.var.ar[num,] [n]-0.5} 
for(p in 1:4){ 
CI.exch[p,]<-beta.exch[num,] [p]+c(-1,1)*qnorm(1-alpha[t] /2)*beta.robust.var.exch[num,] 
[prO.5} 
for(a in 1: 4){ 
ifelse(Cl.ar[a,] [l]<b[a]&: b[a]<Cl.ar[a,] [2] ,n.ar[a]<-n.ar[a]+l,n.ar[a])} 
for(c in 1:4){ 
ifelse (Cl. exch [c,] [1] <b [c] &: b [c] <Cl. exch [c,] [2] ,no exch [c] <-no exch [c] +1,n. exch[c])} 
coverage.ar[t,]<-n.ar/loop coverage.exch[t,]<-n.exch/loop } 






plot (1-alpha, coverage. exch[, 1] , type="n" ,main="P-P plots for 
different models(betaO)",xlab="l-alpha",ylab="Coverage 
Percentage",ylim=c(O,l),xlim=c(O,l» lines(x=O:l,y= 0:1, col 
"gray", Ity=3) 
points(1-alpha,coverage.exch[,1],cex=1.2,pch=21,col="red") 
pOints O-alpha, coverage. wcr [,1] , cex=1. 2 ,pch"20, col""green") 
points (i-alpha, coverage. gee [,1] , cex=l. 2 ,pch=24, col="black") 
legend(0,1,legend"c("CWGEE model", "\lCR model", "GEE 
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model") ,cex=l. 2 ,pch=c (21, 20,24) ,col=c ("red" , "green" , "black"» 
plot (1-alpha, coverage. exch [,2] ,type="n" ,main="P-P plots for 
different models (bet aD " ,xlab=" 1-alpha" ,ylab="Coverage 
Percentage",ylim=c(O,l),xlim=c(O,l» lines(x=O:l,y= 0:1, col 
="gray", Ity=3) 
points(1-alpha,coverage.exch[,2],cex=1.2,pch=21,col="red") 
p01nts (l-alpha,coverage.wcr [,2] ,cex=1.2,pch=20,col="green") 
points (l-alpha, coverage. gee [,2] ,cex=1.2,pch=24,col="black") 
legend(O,l,legend=c("CIIGEE model", "WCR model", "GEE 




par (mfrow=c (1 ,2» 
plot(1-alpha,coverage.exch[,3],type="n" ,main="P-P plots for 
different models (beta2)",xlab="1-alpha",ylab="Coverage 





legend(O, 1 ,legend=c("CIIGEE model", "WCR model", "GEE 
model") ,cex=1. 2 ,pch=c(21, 20,24) ,col=c( "red" , "green" , "black"» 
plot (1-alpha, coverage. exch[,4] ,type="n" ,main="P-P plots for 
different models (beta3)",xlab="1-alpha",ylab="Coverage 
Percentage" ,ylim=c (0 ,D ,xlim=c(O ,1» 
lines(x=O:l,y= 0:1, col="gray", lty=3) 
points (l-alpha, coverage. exch [,4] ,cex=l. 2 ,pch=21, col="red") 
points(1-alpha,coverage.wcr[,4] ,cex=1.2,pch=20,col="green") 
points(1-alpha,coverage.gee[,4],cex=1.2,pch=24,col="black") 
legend(O,l,legend=cC"CIIGEE model", "WCR model", "GEE 
model"),cex=1.2,pch=c(21,20,24) ,col=c("red" ,"green" ,"b lack"» 
par(def.par) 
### p-p plots for CWGEE model (Exchangeable and AR-M) 
library (MASS) options(width=60) def.par<-par(no.readonly=TRUE) 
par(mfrow=c(l,2» alpha<-seq(0.01,O.85,by=0.05) 
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plot(i-alpha,coverage.exch[,1] ,type="n" ,main="P-P plots for ClIGEE 
model (Exchangeable)",xlab="1-alpha",ylab="Coverage 
Percentage" ,ylim=c (0 ,i) ,xlim=c (0 ,1)) 
lines(x=O:1,y= 0:1, col ="gray", lty=3) 
points (i-alpha, coverage. exch [,1] ,cex=1. 2 ,pch=1, col="blue") 
points (i-alpha, coverage. exch [,2] ,cex=1. 2 ,pch=2, col="red") 
points(1-alpha,coverage.exch[,3] ,cex=1.2,pch=3,col="green") 
points(1-alpha,coverage.exch[,4] ,cex=1.2,pch=4,col="black") 
legend(O, 1) legend=c ('I betaO II ,"beta!" , "beta2" ) "beta3 1t ) ) cex=l. 2) 
pch=c (1,2,3,4) ,col=c ("blue" , ured" , IIgreen" , "black"» 
plot(1-alpha,coverage.ar[,1],type="n",main="P-P plots for ClIGEE 
model (AR-M)",xlab="1-alpha",ylab="Coverage 
Percentage" ,ylim=c (0 ,1) ,xlim=c (0 ,1)) 
lines(x=O:1,y= 0:1, col = "gray", lty=3) 
points(1-alpha,coverage.ar[,1] ,cex=1.2,pch=1,col="blue") 
points(1-alpha,coverage.ar[,2] ,cex=1.2,pch=2,col="red") 
points (i-alpha, coverage. ar [,3] ,cex=1. 2 ,pch=3, col="green") 
points(1-alpha,coverage.ar[,4] ,cex=1.2,pch=4,col="black") 
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